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KOREA: THE SMALL AND MEDIUM INDUSTRY BANK
(Loans 1507 and 1749-KO)
PREFACE
This project completion report covers the evolution of the Small and
Medium Industry Bank (SMIB) of Korea and the Bank's relationship with it,
particularly over the period 1980-84. The report focuses on subprojects
financed under Loan 1507-KO which was closed on December 31, 1982 and
Loan 1749-KO which was closed on December 31, 1983. This PCR was prepared by
the IDF Division of the Projects Department, East Asia and Pacific Regional
Office, on the basis of a mission to Korea and a draft PCR and additional
information furnished by SMIB.
In accordance with the revised project performance reporting
procedures this report has been read in the Operations Evaluation Department
(OED) but the project was not audited by OED staff. The draft Completion
Report was sent to the Borrower for couments. A copy of their response
is included as an Attachment.
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original amount US$55.0 M US$55.0 M
Disbursed US$55.0 M US$55.0 M
Repaid to 01/31/86 US$44.8 M




Other Project Data Expectations Actual
First mention in files or timetable 11/16/76
Negotiations 11/28/77
Board Approval 12/27/77
Loan Agreement date 01/04/78
Effectiveness date 03/10/78
Closing date 12/13/821a
Borrower Small & Medium Industry Bank
Executing Agency Small & Medium Industry Bank
Fiscal year of borrower January 1 - December 31
Follow-on Project Name SMIB III
Loan Number LB. 1749-K0
Amount (US$ million) US$60.0 million
Loan Agreement Date 07123/79
mission Dat
Sent No. of No. of Date of
Item by Month/year weeks persons Man-weeks report
Appraisal IDF 08/77 2 2 4 11/30/177
Supervision I IDF 11/78 2 3 6 05/10/79
Supervision II IDF 11/80 2 3 6 04/29/81
Supervision III IDF 02/82 1 1 1 04/08/82
Supervision IV IDF 11/82 3 1 3 01/31/83
Supervision V IDF 03/83 1 2 2 04/08/83
Completion IDF 07/85 1 1 2 03/31/86
Total 12 24
Country Exchange Rate
Name of currency (abbreviation) Won (W)
Year:
Appraisal year average 1977 Exchange Rate: US$1 485
Intervening years average 1980 US$1 745
Completion 1982 US$1 730
/a Final disbursement date.
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urgTinal amount US$60.0 M US$60.0 M
Disbursed US$60.0 H US$60.0 M
Repaid to 01/31/86 US$38.9 M




Other Project Data Expectations Actual
First mention in files or timetable 02/02/78
Negotiations 04/23/79
Board Approval 07/12/79
Loan Agreement date 07/23/79
Effectiveness date 09/26/79
Closing date 12/31/83
Borrower Small & Medium Industry Bank
Executing Agency Small & Medium Industry Bank
Fiscal year of borrower January 1 - December 31
Follow-on Project Name SMIB IV
Loan Number LN. 2004-KO
Amount (US$ million) US$60.0 million
Loan Agreement Date 07/06/81
Nission Data
Sent No. of No. of Date of
Item by Month/year weeks persons Man-weeks report
Appraisal IDF 11/78 2 3 6 05/10/79
Supervision I IDF 02/82 1 1 1 04/08/82
Supervision II IDF 03/83 2 2 2 04/18/83
Supervision III IDF 12/83 3 1 3 12/22/83
Supervision IV IDF 03/84 1.5 1 1.5 05/02/84
Supervision V IDF 09/84 3 4 12 01/09/85
Completion IDF 07/85 1 1 1 03/31/86
Total 13.5 26.5
Country Exchange Rate
Name of currency (abbreviation) Won (W)
Year:
Appraisal year average 1978 Exchange Rate: US$1 485
Intervening years average 1981 US$1 700
Completion 1983 US$1 800
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PMOJECT COMPLETION REPORT
KOREA: THE SMALL AND MEDIUM INDUSTRY BANK
(Loans 1507 and 1749-KO)
HIGHLIGHTS
This report reviews the evolution of the Small and Medium Industry
Bank (SMIB) and the Bank's relationship with it particularly over the period
1980-84. A PCR and a Project Performance Audit Report on Bank's first loan
(No. 1175-KO) to SMIB covering developments up to 1979 were issued in 1980 and
1983, respectively. Both these documents concluded that the objectives of
that Bank project were satisfactorily realized. Special attention is given in
this PCR to projects financed under the second and third loans (Ln. 1570-KO
for US$55 million and Ln. 1749-KO for US$60 million).
Following up on the Bank's first loan to SMIB, the objectives of
Lns. 1507 and 1749-KO were to: (a) transfer foreign currency resources for
the development of SMI enterprises, with a particular emphasis on reaching
smaller and labor-intensive projects; (b) contribute to further institution
building of SMIB; and (c) support SMIB in its efforts to realize its major
development objectives incorporated in its Development Strategy such as
geographic dispersal and the Saemaul Program (para. 3.03). These objectives
have been largely achieved. A total of 550 subprojects with a total invest-
ment of W 119.4 billion (US$201.1 million) were financed under the two loans
(para. 4.04), resulting in the creation of about 10,300 new jobs (para 4.09).
Financial results of subprojects have been adequate (para 4.08) and 'AIB's
portfolio has remained relatively trouble-free (para 4.08). A component
included under each project to reach smaller enterprises and labor-intensive
projects elicited a greater response than expected as total lending for this
purpose under each loan surpassed the targeted amounts (para 4.09).
Since SMIB was already a well-managed organization at the time of
the first Bank loan, its involvement with the Bank resulted in some modest
further institution building. As under the first project, SMIB continued to
follow satisfactory operational procedures (paras. 5.03, 5.04 and 5.05).
These procedures were further strengthened by introduction of a systematic
staff training system under the two projects under review. SMIB's branch
network expansion has been carefully planned and it has maintained the quality
of its management and staff despite its considerable growth over the past
several years. SMIB has generally maintained a satisfactory financial
performance and position (paras. 6.07 and 6.08). SMIB's portfolio is in a
satisfactory condition; adequate provisions for possible bad debts have been
maintained. It has been in compliance with the long term debt/equity ratio of
10:l, covenanted under the Loan Agreement, having received additional equity
contributions from the Government as needed.
The major governmental priority outlined in SMID's Development Stra-
tegy, formulated in consultations with the Bank, was to disperse industries
from the Seoul and Busan areas (para. 4.06). Toward this objective, project
subloans to Seoul and Busan were limited to 50% of the loan amount under Ln.
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1507-K0 and 451 under Ln. 1749-K0. Actual figures were 481 and 331, respec-
tively, and thus well within the target.
Having achieved the major objectives of the second and third
projects, SMIB's goals under its most recent Bank loan, Ln. 2515-KO are:
(a) to reduce arrears, and (b) to define its role in a liberalized financial
sector. The arrears reduction program aims at maintaining arrears to a level
of 31 of portfolio during 1985-89, which would be remarkably good for an
institution dealing with the relatively risky SMI sectir. In order to help in
the definition of the role of a specialized SMI bank in a liberalising
financial system, and to examine whether SMIB should develop alternative
sources of funding and broaden its clientele and the financial services it
provides a study has been commissioned. The study which would review this
issue will be completed by July 30, 1986.
From the review of performance of Ins. 1507-K0 and 1749-KO, the
following lessons emerged:
(a) although the objectives of the two loans were fully achieved, with
hindsight the Bank could have been more active in supporting the
institution building of SMIB. For example, the study on the future
of SMIB, which is to be implemented under the SMI loan (Ln. 2515-K0)
could have been incorporated under the two earlier loans. In
addition, some measures to reduce SMIBs substantial reliance on the
Government for term resources, could have encouraged SMIB to move
towards self reliance for term resources (for example, commercial
borrowing and other longer term financial instruments);
(b) despite the fact that the overall performance of the subprojects
were satisfactory, the ex-post ERRs of a number of subprojects fell
below SMIB's estimates (para. 4.09). It is an indication of SMIB's
economic appraisal, generally, being optimistic. The Bank could
have focussed its attention to making suggestions for improving this
aspect. Fortunately, however, this optimism in economic evaluation
has not resulted in the financing of any unviable projects;
(c) prepayments to SMIB by relatively a large number of subborrowers
under the two loans was prompted by subborrowers' perception of
continued decline in the value of Won vis-a-vis US dollar and their
reluctance to carry the exchange risk on their subloans
(para. 4.08). In other words, the effective carrying cost of Bank
funds to the end users far exceeded the cost of domestic currency
funds used to repay the Bank subloans; invariably the domestic funds
carried interest rates lower than the free market rates. In recent
years this issue has become quite serious and has adversely affected
the rate of utilization of Bank loans for SMI enterprises. Consi-
dering that there is a role for the Bank to play, both in the SMI
subsector and institution building of SMIB and CNB, a workable
mechanism should be developed so as to eliminate the bias against
foreign exchange loans; and
- vi -
(d) besides its sound appraisal quality, the success of SMIB in devel-
oping and financing SMI enterprises is, to a large extent, a func-
tion of (a) its large branch network and (b) its commercial banking
activities which enable 3MIB to maintain a constant close contact
with its borrowers. This provides in most cases an early warning of
potential operational and debt service problems. This institu-
tional model could be reflected by the Bank in its SMI operations in
other countries.
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
KOREA: THE SMALL AND MEDIUM INDUSTRY BANK
(Loans 107 and 1149-KO)
I. INTRODUCTION
1.01 Project Context. The Bank's relationship with SKIS dates back to
1975 when the first Bank loan (No. 1175-KO) for US$30 million war approved.
The first loan was followed by five additional oans to SMIS amounting to
US$304 million: Ln. 1507-KO, 1977, for US$55 millions Ln. 1749-KO, 1979, for
US$60 million; Ln. 2004-KO, 1981, for U8$60 million, Ln. 2213-KO, 1982, for
US$29 million (a component of a US$70 million loan for the Small and Medium
Machinery Industry Project) and Ln. 2515-KO, 1985, for US$70 million (a com-
ponent of a US$111 million loan for the Small and Medium Industry Project).
All these loans were to assist the development of the country's SMI sector.
In accordance with the general guidelines for preparing PCRs, the present
report covers the evolution of SMIS and the Bank's relationship with it par-
ticularly over the last five years (1980-84), and focusses on the subprojects
financed under the second and third loans (Ln. 1507-KO and Ln. 1749-KO).
1.02 Evaluation of Results of Previous Bank Assistance. In 1983 OED
issued a Project Performance Audit Report (No. 4577 dated June 23, 1983)
covering first Bank loan (Ln. 1175-KO) to SMIB, on tha basis of a PCR done in
1980.
1.03 Status of Bank loans to SKIS is given below:
STATUS Of BANK LOANS TO SMIB AS OF JANUARY 31, 1986
(US$ million)
-----------------------------…Loan Nos.-----------------------------
1175-KO 1507-KO 1749-KO 2004-KO 2215-KO /a 2515-KO /b
Date Approved 11/18/75 12(27/77 7/12/79 5/26/81 12/16/82 4/16/85
Date Signed 11/26/75 1/4/78 7/23/79 7/06/81 12/20/82 -/c
Date Effective 1/28/76 3/10/78 9/26/79 9/01/81 5/31/83 -7
Rate of Interest 8.5Z 7.9Z 7.9X 9.6X variable variable
Loan Amount 30.0 55.0 60.0 60.0 29.0 70.0
Committed 30.0 55.0 60.0 - - -
Disbursed 30.0 55.0 60,0 59.7 7.8 -
Cancelled - - - - -
/a Total loan amount of Small and Medium Machinery Industry Project is US$70 million, of
which US$29 million is allocated to SMIS.
/b Total loan amount of SMI Project is US$111 million, of which US$70 million is
allocated to SMIB.




2.01 Rapid industrialization has been the cornerstone of Korea's long-
term economic growth. At 15%, the growth rate of Korea's manufacturing sector
ranked among the highest in the world between 1960 and 1983. Dynamic growth
has been led in particular by manufactured exports, which primarily consisted
of light industrial goods in the early 1960s but today include a diverse range
of goods including steel products, electronics and chemicals.
2.02 During the 1960s Korea's development was associated with an inter-
ventionist approach by Government whose key policies included: comprehensive
export incentives; an extensive system of directed, concessional credit; and
substantial spending on human and physical infrastructure. This approach was
successful until the two oil crises in the 1970s when it was found that: the
promotion of heavy and chemical industries had led to an increase in debt and
excess capacity; directed credit for priority industries had crowded out a
large numbers of companies, particularly SMIs and forced them to resort to
informal credit markets; and despite the continuous emphasis on technology
diffusion and technical training, a wide gap had emerged between the
capabilities of smaller companies and the larger corporate groups that were
the main focus of Government attention.
2.03 Recognizing these weaknesses, the Government adopted a new approach,
emphasizing the bigger role of market mechanism, under the Fifth Five-Year
Plan (1982-86). Government is now committed to policies of industrial, trade
and financial liberalization. Given these initiatives the prospects for
further industrial development are bright provided that recovery in the OECD
countries can be strengthened.
SMI Sector
2.04 Small and Medium Industries (SMIs), which are defined as having
total employees of 50 to 700, depending on industries, with an assets ceiling
of W 4 billion to 8 billion, have played a significant though declining role
in Korea's industrialization. In 1963, SHIs accounted for 62% of manufactur-
ing jobs and for 50% of manufacturing value added compared to 541 and 361,
respectively in 1982. This decline occurred due to (a) the growth of success-
ful SMIs into large-scale firms taking advantage of economies of scale; and
(b) previous Government policies which hampered SMI access to credit and other
needed resources.
2.05 Recognizing these weaknesses the Government under its Fifth Five-
Year Plan (1982-86), adopted a new approach, aimed at strengthening the SMI
sector in the context of Government's broader objective of improving indus-
trial efficiency. Specific policy measures in support of SMIs include:
(a) financial assistance; (b) extension services, provided primarily by the
Small and Medium Industry Promotion Corporation (SMIPC); (c) promotion of
subcontracting, which remains underdeveloped and problem-prone; and (d) tech-
nology development assistance provided by institutions like the Korea
Technology Development Corporation, the Korea Technology Advancement Corpora-
tion and the Korea Institute of Economics and Technology.
2.06 Financial Assistance. In the early 1960s, in addition to the
establishment of SMIB and CNB, the Korea Credit Guarantee Fund was set up to
guarantee debt repayment, earmarking 40% of total outstanding guarantees for
SMIs. City banks are expected to allocate 35% of their incremental loan
portfolio to SMIs every year, while regional banks are supposed to allocate
55Z. The Government has also set up the Small and Medium Industry Promotion
Fund (SMIPF) to help redress the neglect of SMIs in the allocation of credit
during the 1970s. SMIs can use the proceeds of the SMIPF to finance both
domestic and imported equipment. SMIPF, channeled mainly through SMIB,
accounted for about 10X of SMI capital investment in 1984.
III. SMIB'S ROLE AND BANK LOANS' OBJECTIVES
3.01 SMIB was incorporated under the Small and Medium Industry Act of
July, 1961 to extend financial and technical assistance to SMIs (as defined in
para 4.02). As a bank, it engages in commercial banking, including the mobi-
lization of deposits, issuance of credit and short-term lending for working
capital. As a development institution owned by the Government, it provides
long-term finance to its borrowers, the SMI sector in Korea. Like other
specialized institutions, SMIB is subject to the broad supervision of the
Ministry of Finance (MOF) whose approval is required for the revision of
SMIB's by-laws, operating manuals, annual plan of operations, and the appoint-
ment of top management. Regarding commercial operations, SMIB is further
subject to supervision by the Bank of Korea (BOK).
3.02 The Bank's association with SMIB dates back to 1974, when the Korean
Government submitted an application to the Bank for a first loan of US$30 mil-
lion. The loan was approved and signed in November 1975 and became effective
in January 1976. It was closed without an extension in March 1980. In June
1983 OED prepared a Project Performance Audit Report (Report No. 4577, dated
June 23, 1983) on the loan which was based on the first PCR on SMIB prepared
by the East Asia and Pacific Regional Office. The PCR and PPAR covered the
evolution of SKIB to 1979. The PPAR supported the conclusion of the PCR that
the Bank's objectives of resource transfer and institution building were
achieved successfully. It also pointed out that the appraisal goals for the
project which included employment creation, increased sales and exports were
attained. As an appropriate allocator of Bank resources to SMIs in Korea and
with its operational capability, SMIB was recommended for a new loan of US$55
million. The second loan (Ln. 1507-KO) was approved in December 1977 and
third loan (Ln. 1749-KO) of US$60.0 million in July 1979.
3.03 Loan Objectives. The main objectives of the two loans were to:
(a) transfer foreign currency resources to SMIs with an emphasis on reaching
smaller enterprises and labor intensive projects; (b) continue institution
building, which had been remarkably enhanced under the first project; and
(c) help achieve objectives outlined in its Development Strategy such as
geographic dispersal and the Saemaul Program. SMIB's performance in achieving
these objectives has been satisfactory as brought out in the following
chapters of this PCR.
IV. UTILIZATION OF THE BANK LOANS
Rate of Utilization
4.01 Annex 1 gives the schedule of estimated and actual disbursement of
Lns. 1507 and 1749-KO. SMtB's utilization of these loans has been satisfac-
tory and both loans were committed and disbursed at a faster pace than esti-
mated at appraisal; small amounts (US$11,399 for Ln. 1507-KO and US$25,773 for
Ln. 1749-KO) were cancelled. The loans were closed on the original dates, as
stipulated in the loan agreements.
Subborrowers Characteristics
4.02 SMI in Korea were defined 21 by either total assets sizs or number
of employees at the time of processing Loans 1507-KO and 1749-K0._/ As the
two SMI criteria were alternatives, the type of clients qualifying under chis
definition could range from a labor-intensive nterprise with low total assets
to a very capital-intensive enterprise with a small number of employees. With
the ob3ective of demarcating SMIB customers from larger-scale ones who are
eligible to receive loans from the Korea Development Bank (KDB), the Bank
reached understandings with SMIB that financing from Lns. 1507-KO and 1749-KO
would be restricted to enterprises with total assets below W 1 billion. The
new ceiling was an increase from the W 600 million under the first SMIB Loan
(1175-KO), to bring it in line with the Covernment's decision increasing the
total assets limit for SMIs in 1977. SMIB was in compliance with this agree-
ment.
Subprojects Characteristics
4.03 Data on subprojects financed under Lns. 1507 and 1749-KO are
sunmmarized in Annex 2 and the list of these subprojects with some pertinent
details are given in Annexes 3 and 4. Ln. 1507-KO was used to finance
231 subprojects, of which 12 were "A" subprojects (above the free limit of
US$0.5 million) while Ln. 1749-KO was used to finance 319 subprojects, of
which 9 were "A" subprojects. These "A" subprojects were submitted to the
2/ In SMIB Act and Presidential Decree No. 38.
3/ For manufacturing the definitions were either maximum total assets size
of W 500 million or a maximum employment size of 300 workers (revised to
500 workers for selected industries in 1979.) According to Presidential
Decree (No. 11313) amended in 1983, the present criterion is the number
of regular employees, principally. For manufacturing the general limit
is 300 with exceptions up to 700 for some labor-intensive sub-sectors.
Further more, some industrial sub-sectors have restrictions on the size
of total assets, which vary from W 4 billion to W 8 billion.
Bank for prior review and approval. Specific comments were conveyed to SMIB
on only one subproject under Ln. 1507-KO in respect of all the other sub-
projects, the original submissions were found satisfactory at that time. SMIB
considers the appraisal report review process to be worthwhile, but too time
consuming especially in case of 'A' subprojects. The free limit for both
loans were US$0.5 million. The maintenance of the limit did not imply any
dissatisfaction with SMIB's performance but rather reflected the recognition
that the US$0.5 million limit for the first loan was already high as ahown by
the very small number (4 out of 144) of "A" projects under the firitc loan.
The ceiling on subloans and size of subborrowers were US$1 million and
W 600 million, respectively, under the first loan. To take into account the
steady expansion of SMI these ceilings were revised to US$1.5 million and
W 1 billion, respectively, under Lns. 1507/1749-K0 (outside the special
component for small-scale nterprises and labor-intensive projects). The
average loan sizes under Lns. 1507/1749-K0 were US$238,000 and US$188,000,
respectively."' Expressed in Won, the average loan size of Ln. 1749-KO
becomes W 131.6 million, 13% higher than that of Ln. 1507-K0, reflecting the
considerable devaluation of the Won and economic growth during this period.
Taking inflation into account this indicates that SMIB catered to the needs of
smaller enterprises.
4.04 Total subproject costs amount#4 to W 49.5 billion (US$101.2 million)
for Ln. 1507-K0, and to W 69.9 billion ' (US$99.9 million) for Ln. 1749-KO,
of which on an average SMIB financed 63% and 69%, respectively (both domestic
and foreign costs). SMIB financing ranged from 25Z to nearly 97% for indivi-
dual subprojects. Subproject cost estimates of SMIB have been fairly accu-
rate; actual total project costs were within 2X of estimates for Ln. 1507-K0
and 9% for Ln. 1749-R0. Causes for major cost overruns/underruns are
explained in Annexes 3 and 4. The largest cost overrun was 39% due to an
increase of equipment cost. The largest cost underrun of 45% was attributed
to the scale-down of a project. Estimated subproject completion dates were
also satisfactory. The longest delay of 15 months under pn. 1747-K0 was due
to slow delivery of equipment from the US. Procurement 6 of directly
imported equipment was mainly from Japan, accounting for about 80% under
Ln. 159Q-KO and 70% under Ln. 1749-K0 in terms of foreign currency expendi-
tures._7 This reliance on Japanese equipment was mainly due to the economic
proximity of the two countries.
4/ The average loan size under the first loan was US$212,000.
5/ Estimated on the basis of actual data for 220 subprojects (95Z of the
total) for Ln. 1507-K0 and 311 subproject (97%) for Ln. 1749-K0. Actual
data for remaining subprojects were not available.
6/ SMIB does not insist on ICB; instead it requests its borrowers to obtain
more than two independent quotations from potential suppliers.
7/ The percentage for Ln. 1795-K0 was 77%.
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4.05 Sectoral Distribution. An analysis of the sector distribution of
subprojects financed under the two loans is given in Annex 5. Subprojects
were largely concentrated in two subsectors: (a) machinery/metal products
manufacturing; and (b) textiles. These subsectors together accounted for 41X
and 47X of the amounts of Lns. 1507/1749-KO, respectively. In comparison with
the first loan, which allocated 81X of the loan to these two subsectors,
SMIB's exposure in the two industries had been reduced reflecting the relative
importance of these industries in the SMI sector in terms of their value added
(43X for the two industries in 1982). The remaining portion was mainly
allocated to paper and chemical/petroleum subsectors. Since these were
priority, high growth industries, SMIB's concentration in them was justified.
4.06 Geographic distribution. In accordance with Government policy, SMI8
tried to reduce the concentration of the industries in Seoul and Busan. The
targets stated in its Development Scrategy were to raduce the proportion of
financing for Seoul and Busan to 501 (under Ln. 1507-KO), and then to 45X
(under Ln. 1749-KO). The actual figures of 481 for Ln. 1507-KO, and 331 for
Ln. 1749-KO were well within those targets. Also in line with this emphasis,
SMIB had financed using its own resources on small rural projects under the
Samaeul program since 1974. By end-1981, 883 of these projects had been
supported by SMIB, with the total financing amounting to W 41.4 billion.,'
4.07 Component for Small-Scale and Labor Intensive Projects. As part of
its resource transfer objective, the first Bank loan to SMIB attempted to
assist small industrial projects in Korea, which, due to their small size,
were usually not eligible for financing by other Bank-assisted financial
intermediaries namely, Korea Development Finance Corporation (KDFC, which
later became the Korea Long-Term Credit Bank) and Korea Development Bank
(KDB). After the first Bank loan, SMIB continued this attempt to reach
smaller enterprises and more labor-intensive projects. This was consistent
with the Bank's objective of contributing to the alleviation of poverty
through the financing of labor-intensive investment projects. Toward that
objective Ln. 1507-KO earmarked a component of US$20 million (361 of the total
loan amount) for: (a) projects that would create employment at a gross
capital cost per job not greater than US$6,000; or (b) enterprises with fixed
assets not exceeding US$250,000. The total amount financed under this compo-
nent reached US$24.6 million (45% of the total amount) exceeding the earmarked
amount by over 201. As the results of this component were considered to be
satisfactory, Ln. 1749-KO repeated the effort, earmarking US$25 million (421
of the total loan). The gross capital cost per job was increased to US$8,500
and the fixed assets limit became US$300,000. At project completion,
US$37.4 million (62% of the total loan) went to this component, again well
above target. It should be noted that the considerable increase of this
component under Ln. 1749-KO should be appropriately discounted to the extent
that the above-mentioned ceilings, when expressed in Won, shifted considerably
toward middle-scale industry due to the substantial devaluation of the Won
from 1979 to 1981. However, a Bank loan to the Citizens National Bank (CNB)
8/ From the development strategy for 1982-83, the emphasis to help the
Saemaeul program was dropped.
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in 1980, intensified efforts toward attainment of this objective since CNB was
established to deal with small business and consumers.
Operational and Economic Performance of Subprojects
4.08 Operational Performance. Annexes 6 and 7 give operational details
of the subprojects financed under Lns. 15071)749-KO. Under Ln. 1507-KO, total
sales generated by a sample of subprojects Z1 in the second year of operation
amounted to W 54.5 billion, exceeding the corresponding appraisal estimates
for the year by 27%. At the same time, actual profits fell short of projec-
tions by 10%9lor the same year. Performance of a sample of subprojects under
La. 1749-K0,- was less successful. Total sales of W 26.9 billion (US$38.5
million) in the second year were lower than the corresponding appraisal
estimates by 3X and actual profits fell short of projections by 42% reflecting
the depressed state of the economy after the second oil crisis. Reflecting
the difference in profit level of the two loans, repayment performance as of
end-1984 was satisfactory under Ln. 1507-KO, with only three subloans in
arrears, while there are 18 subloans in arrears under Ln. 1749-KO, including
nine of more than six months 1Annexes 8 and 9). Loan arrears on subprojects
financed under these loans - as percent of total loan amounts were 0.2% and
0.8%, respectively, which is a very acceptable range. According to the more
recent data (as of July 10, 1985), 9 out of 21 defaulting subprojects under
the two loans have since become up to date while 11 of the remaining 12 are in
the process of legal actions, mainly auctions. Subborrowers who opted to
prepay the entire Bank subloans amounted to 35 and 34 for Lns. 1507 and 1749-
K0, respectively. These prepayments were largely encouraged by substantial
devaluation of the Won over the period as subborrowers perceived a further
decline in the value of Won and tried to avoid further foreign currency
exchange risk losses. Total amounts outstanding under the two loans as of
end-November 1985 were US$12.3 million (22% of the total) for Ln. 1507-KO and
US$25.0 million (43% of the total) for Ln. 1749-KO. This is in sharp contrast
to outstanding in amortization schedules (stipulated in Loan Agreements) of
US$43.3 million (79% of the total) and US$52.0 million (86.7% of the total),
respectively. This indicates that repayment periods of the two loans were
significantly shortened due to the prepayment and to a back to back repayment
schedule of each subproject, decreasing the advantage of long-term loans
associated with Bank's financing.
4.09 Economic Perform&nce. Annexes 6 and 7 present details of economic
performance of subprojects under the two loans. The overall outcome was
satisfactory. The contribution of SMIs to Korea's exports has been signifi-
cant with an average of 21% of industrial exports originating in the SMI
sector during 1982-83. Under Ln. 1507-KO exports of W 10.4 billion (19% of
9/ Due to the difficulty to trace all the track records of 550 subprojects,.
a sample of 29 under Ln. 1507-KO and 30 under Ln 1749-KO, representing
various subsectors and regions, were chosen to examine the performance of
the project.
10/ The arrers situation of SIB as a whole is discussed in para. 6.09.
0 
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total sales) were realized by sample subprojects in the second year of
operation. The equivalent figure for Ln. 1749-KO was W 5.2 billion, also
accounting for 19X of total sales. These actual results of sample subprojects
were almost identical with projections, which were W 10.5 billion for
Ln. 1507-KO and W 5.8 billion for Ln. 1749-KO. Both loans contributed to
improvement in productivity and maintaining international competitiveness of
the SMI sector. Estimated total incremental employment totaled 5,175 for Ln.
1507-KO and 5,138 for Ln. 1749-KO, but fell short of projections by 12X and
20%, respectively. The average investment cost per job under Ln. 1507-KO was
US$19,624, compared to the projected figure of US$17,545. The cost for Ln.
1749-KO was US$19,443, 15% higher than the original projection. Both FRR and
ERR calculated for a sample of 15 projects under two loans are satisfactory.
The FRRs ranged from 19% to 392 and 10 projects remained within 102 of the
estimated FRRs. The ERRs showed a wider range from 202 to 542 and only 5
projects remained within 102 of the estimated ERRs. The four subprojects with
projected ERRs over 602 proved too ambitious s the actuals were between 242
and 482.
V. INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS
Management, Organization and Staffing
5.01 The SMIB Act provides for a dual Board structure. The Board of
Policy deals with overall policy matters and comprises seven members including
SMIB's President (acting as Chairman); one representative ach from MOP,
Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI), BOK, Korea Federation of Small Business
(KFSB) and two members representing SMI entrepreneurs who are selected by
MOF. The Board of Directors which used to be an executing body of management
for daily operations, totally changed its function in April 1984 while the
Board of Policy retains the same function. It now has overall decision-making
authority on important matters related to SMIB's operation and management
which include operational objectives, budget, funding and operational plans,
disposition of retained earnings, etc. It has ten members including SMIB's
President and nine non-standing members comprising a Chairman of the Board of
Directors, vacant as of July 1985, and eight directors. The Chairman and
SMIB's President are appointed by the President of the Republic of Korea. In
connection with this change, former directors were renamed as Senior Vice
Presidents. SMIB has as Executive Officers, one Deputy President and five
Senior Vice Presidents, who are appointed by the President of SMIB out of SMIB
staff. Before this change, the dual board structure performed adequately,
allowing SMIB's management sufficient operational autonomy. As for the new
structure, it is too premature to draw a conclusion.
5.02 SMIB has 21 departments in its headquarters in Seoul, 173
branches/sub-branches distributed throughout the country and three representa-
tive offices located abroad. SMIB has aggressively expanded its branch/sub-
branch network from 116 in 1980 to 173 in 1984. Total staffing increased from
3,535 in 1980 to 7,325 in 1984. At end-1984, its staff strength included
1,611 professionals (22% of total). Administrative xpenses in the period
1980 to 1984 have remained at about 32 of average total assets, the same level
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as expected at appraisal, indicating that SMIS's expansion during this period
was carefully planned and efficiently executed. SMIB is a well-managed
institution.
Procedures and Standards
5.03 Project Appraisal. SMIB's appraisal capability was satisfactory at
the time of the first Bank loan and this standard was maintained. Loan appli-
cations are processed by the branch office with assistance when necessary from
the head office's Extension Services Department for technical aspects and the
Credit Analysis Department for credit checks. Working capital loans take into
account an elaborate point scoring system which emphasizes the borrower's
credit rating and collateral. Local currency equipment loans require more
detailed evaluation and basically are approved on the same basis. Foreign
currency equipment loans require much more rigorous analysis with FRR and ERR
calculations required for all "A" subprojects. Both the coverage and quality
of appraisal are sufficient. For free-limit subprojects, SMIB submits t. the
Bank a simplified "Project Summary" giving only the essential financial und
economic project data as agreed during appraisal of Ln. 1507-K0. In general,
SMIB's selection of subprojects has been satisfactory; there were 13 rejec-
tions under Ln. 1507-K0 and 35 under Ln. 1749-K0. The prudent selection of
subprojects together with relatively high growth in the economy have been
responsible for good repayment performance under both loans. In 1977, SMIS
transferred appraisal and supervision operations for its foreign loans to its
branch offices, and set a free limit for general managers' approval of
US$100,000. The limit was revised to US$200,000 in 1982, and again to
US$300,000 in 1984 in parallel with the upward revision of domestic currency
term loans. The sanction expedited the loan processing period, almost halving
the time between receipt of a subproject application to the opening of a
letter of credit. The training program on appraisal and supervision techni-
ques, which started in 1977 continues on a semi-annual basis. The text covers
broad aspects of loan processing.
5.04 Project Supervision. During implementation of projects under Loans
1507-K0 and 1749-K0, SMIB continued to follow supervision procedures which
were considered satisfactory under the first projects. All loans are super-
vised by the staff of the branch office involved, with assistance when
required by the head office. Projects are visited at least once a year for
normal projects and as often as necessary for problem projects. Projects
requiring technical input are referred to SMIB's own Extension Services
Department or to Small and Medium Industry Promotion Corporation (SMIPC).
Projects encountering financial or operational difficulties are closely
monitored by the responsible branch office. SMIB branch managers have
received training in basic managerial and financial problem solving. Project
supervision is also assisted by SKIB's Applied Research Department (expanded
as a result of Ln. 2004-K0, SMIB Iv) which periodically prepares and circu-
lates bulletins/papers on practical solutions of common SMI problems.
5.05 Procurement. SMIB's procurement procedures conform to government
guidelines and to the special requirements of small firms; these procedures
were considered quite adequate to meet the Bank's requirements under its Loans
1507 and 1749-K0. Procurement is normally based on limited competitive bid-
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ding procedures with more than two competitive quotations from potential
suppliers. Bid evaluation for foreign currency loans is done by staff of the
Foreign Loan Department. SMIB's procurement procedures were further streng-
thened as a result of measures implemented under Ln. 2004-KO. SMIB's control
over disbursement is satisfactory and ensures that funds are disbursed for
approved purposes.
VI. OPERATIONAL AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 12/
Operational Performance
6.01 SMIB offers a wide variety of services including equipment loans,
working capital loans, guarantees, checking accounts, overdrafts and extension
services.
6.02 Equipment Loan Operations. SMIB's equipment loans may be in either
local or foreign currency. Local currency loan approvals showed substantial
growth (a nominal 36%) during 1980-84 (Annex 11). On a yearly basis, actual
equipment loan approvals have invariably exceeded projections done at the time
of appraisal of both Lns. 1507 and 1749-KO. In a sharp contrast however,
foreign -urrency equipment loans have fallen consistently behind the appraisal
estimate , and their annual volume has also fluctuated. The most notable year
was 198' when total foreign currency equipment loan approvals declined to W 28
b-illion -m W 40 billion in 1983. This decline can be attributed to the
setting uis if the Small and Medium Industries Promotion Fund which provides
local curr aicy denominated loans for financing of both domestic and imported
equipment and also the fact that more locally manufactured equipment is being
substituted for imported. Of the total loan portfolio outstanding, foreign
currency equipment loans accounted for 17% in 1980 but only 6% in 1984, while
the projection under Ln. 2004 for 1984 expected 10%. Local currency equipment
loans increased from 16% in 1980 to 25X in 1984, which was projected to be
152.
6.03 Working Capital Loan Operations. Working capital loans have grown
by 24% (nominal) since 1980 in tetrms of outstanding. This growth was much
faster than projected under Loans 1507 and 1749-KO. However, 1984 was excep-
tional in that the actual net increase in working capital loans was less than
the appraisal expectations. Portfolio turnover rate of these loans has
averaged about seven weeks during the past five years.
6.04 Guarantee Operations. SMIB issues guarantees (almost all short-
term, averaging less than 90 days) against trade documents, payments of import
duties etc. Outstanding guarantees as of year-end 1984 totaled W 158.8 bil-
lion, of which 9Z were in foreign currency. The total is almost four times as
10/ Since projections under Ln 1749-KO covered only up to 1982, projections
under Ln. 2004-KO were used for 1983-84 period to cover the recent five
year period.
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much as the projection under Ln 2004-KO. Long-term guarantees are issued,
mainly in foreign currency, to other financial institutions lending to clients
of SMIB whose collateral is already pledged to SMIB.
6.05 Investment Operations. SMIB invests in government securities, bonds
and debentures, and makes equity investment in SMI companies. For the past
five years, Government securities have accounted for approximately 75-80X of
investments and are typically three to five year National Investment Bonds
redeemable at face value yielding approximately 10% per year. SMI debentures
and bonds are also medium term (2-3 years) instruments yielding 10-14% per
year. As of end-1984 the outstanding balance of SMIB investments in equity or
shares of SMI companies amounted to W 1,710 million or 18Z of total
investment.
6.06 Extension Services SMIB's extension services, which started shortly
after its establishment, continue to provide appropriate solutions to manage-
rial and technological problems faced by SMI clients. In-plant consultant
services on a no-cost basis were requested by only 46 clients in 1979 but the
number of such requests has since steadily increased and amounted to about
150 firms in 1984, the same as in 1977/78. The Extension Service Department
which has a professional staff of 36 (as of end-1984) also conducts seminars
for SMI executives, assists when necessary in assessing technology require-
ments for loan appraisals, and issues selected studies on SMI topics through a
technical newsletter. Previously, the Extension Department handled foreign
currency loan bid evaluations but in 1983 this responsibility was transferred
to the Foreign Loan Department. Considering that SMIPC's extension services
are available on a referral basis, SMIB's extension services are adequate. On
the whole SMIB's Extension Services Department's performance was consistent
with the expectations at the time of appraisals.
Financial Performance
6.07 Financial Position. A comparison of SMIB's financial statements and
ratios for 1980-84 with those forecast at appraisal of Lns. 1507, 1749 and
2004-KO is given in Annex 11. As of December 31, 1984 total assets amounted
to U 3,431 billion (US$4.1 billion) showing a growth of 25% per annum since
1980. The total assets were 8% less than the projection under Ln 2004-KO.
SMIB's long-term portfolio has averaged approximately 27X of total assets
during 1980-84. Of SKIS's total assets at end-1984, 67% were financed by
current liabilities (43X by sbort-term deposits), 26% by long-term liabili-
ties, and 7% by equity. BOK borrowing increased from 7% of total assets in
1980 to 14% in 1984. As of year end 1984 SMIB's paid-in capital amounted to
W 157 billion as compared to W 57 billion at year end 1980. Reserve and
retained earnings also increased substantially from W 17 billion to W 70 bil-
lion for the period. Reflecting these improvements, SMIB's long-term debt to
equity ratio has declined from 4.8:1 in 1980 to 3.7:1 in 1984, well below the
covenanted ratio of 10:1. SMIB's total debt to equity ratio has also declined
from 18:1 in 1980 to 15:1 in 1984. The current ratio has varied between 0.9
and 1.1 during the five year period ending 1984; however, SMIB is in no danger
of illiquidity as it has good access to BOK resources. The financial position
of SMIB is satisfactory.
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6.08 Financial Performance. SMIB's projected and audited income state-
ments for 1980-84 are given in Annex 12. For the period 1982-84 SMIB's level
of income and profits was substantially lower than forecast. SMIB's gross
spread declined from 5.1 in 1980 to 3.1 in 1982 and 1983, when it suffered
losses. This resulted from Government's decision in June 1982, to reduce
interest rate ceilings on loans from 14Z to 10 and on deposits fr#j 121 to
8Z. The new loan interest rate was mandatorily applied on all outstanding
loans, but the new interest rate was applicable only on new deposits. Since a
large proportion of deposits had longer term maturities extending up to 5
years, there was a considerable imbalance in the structure of SMIB's interest
on lending and borrowing. A new and higher interest rate structure was intro-
duced by the Government in 1984 which along with repayments of older and
higher cost deposits increased SMIB's gross spread in that year to 3.61 and
enabled it to make a profit of W 5.5 billion. Barring any further sudden dis-
tortion in interest rate structure, SMIB's profitability is expected to remain
satisfactory in future years.
6.09 Portfolio Quality. Considering that SMIB serves the relatively high
risk SMI sector and its portfolio consists of over 50,000 clients with about
160,000 loan accounts outstanding, its portfolio is in an extremely good
conditon (Annex 13). As of end 1984, 1,629 clients were in arrears with
overdue payments of principal and interest totalling W 64 billion or 2.71 of
total loan portfolio; 591 of that amount had been arrears less than three
months and only 61 for more than a year. Total outstanding principal affected
by arrears accounted for 2.91 of total outstanding loans as of end 1984 and is
below the targeted rate of 3.01 to be achieved through an arrears reduction
program agreed with the Bank in 1985. By loan category the same ratio has not
varied significantly: 2.81 for foreign currency loans; 2.91 for working
capital loans; and 3.01 for domestic currency equipment loans. SMIB's loan
collection performance has usually been good with collection rates of 93.81
for local equipment loans in 1984, 95.41 for foreign currency equipment loans
and 99.6% for working capital loans (Annex 14).
6.10 Provisions. Under the SMIB Act, 251 of net income is to be set
aside as an equity reserve covering possible loan losses. As of end 1984,
reserves and retained earnings reached W 70 billion. In addition, provisions
for doubtful accounts are set aside. In 1980 this was adjusted upward from a
0.031 to 0.71 in view of the adoption of new policy to: (a) increase the
lending ratio to the appraisal value of collateral; and (b) increase lending
to extremely small enterprises without collateral. However, as the actual
write-off rates during 1980-82 were 0.012X on average, SMIB reduced the ratio
to 0.21 in 1983. The ratio is satisfactory in the light of this low arrears
ratio.
6.11 Audit. SMIB's accounts have been audited since 1977 by independent
auditors acceptable to the Bank; their reports have been unqualified. Long




6.12 SMIB's efficiency in resource mobilization has been satisfactory
over the period 1980-84 with total resources (domestic and foreign) increasing
at an average rate of 26% per year, allowing the loan portfolio to grow at
approximately the same rate of 24Z (Annex 15). Domestic resources have grown
at a much higher rate (292) than foreign resources (112) and thus the mix of
domestic to foreign resources has gradually shifted from 78:22 to in 1980 to
87:13 in 1984, supporting a higher local currency content in SMIB's portfo-
lio. The share of long-term resources in total domestic currency resources
has remained stable at about 292 over the period 1980-84, reflecting the high
proportion of short-term deposits in SMIB's total resources. This has
constrained SMIB's ability to supply larger amounts of long-term equipment
loans.
6.13 Domestic Currency Resources. SMIB has become increasingly dependent
on the Government for a large part of its domestic currency resources. During
1980-84, SMIB's long-term and short-term borrowings from various government
funds such as the National Investment Fund (NIF) and BOK grew from 15% to 261
of SMIB's local currency resources. This represents an annual average growth
of 661. Long-term deposits grew at only 19% p.a. during 1980-84, and short-
term deposits by 232 p.a., while borrowing from BOK showed a 412 annual
average growth. However, in an effort to be independent from Government
resources, SMIB has also raised about W 212 billion in the years 1982-84
through the issuance of both long-term and short-term debentures with an
average interest rate of 122 p.a.
6.14 Foreign Currency Resources. Between 1965 and 1984 SMIB had
mobilized a total of approximately US$607 million in foreign currency
resources. ADB (US$215 million) and the Bank (US$234 million) have supplied
about 742 of these resources while the Korea Foreign Exchange (KFX) scheme was
the next largest source supplying US$75 million or approximately 12Z of the
total. The KFX scheme, which was funded during 1976-80 with the foreign
exchange reserves of the 80K, is no longer active. In recent years (1980-84)
SMIB has received more than 892 of its foreign exchange resources from ADB
(US$90 million) and from the Bank (US$89 million). The balance was provided
by KFW and from Yen-denominated ADB cofinancing.
Vil. CONCLUSIONS
7.01 Following up on Bank's first loan to SMIB, the two Loans (1507 and
1749-KO) under review aimed: (a) to provide foreign currency resources, which
were largely unavailable to SMIs due to a directed credit system, with an
emphasis on reaching smaller enterprises and labor-intensive projects; (b) to
contribute to the institution building process; and (c) to support govern-
mental priorities outlined by SMIB's Development Strategy. These objectives
have been achieved satisfactorily. The provision of funds to the SMI sector
to finance imported equipment had the intended results. A total of 550
projects with a total cost of W 119.4 billion (US$201.1 million) were financed
under the two loans (para. 4.04) and about 10,300 new jobs were created as a
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result of the two loans (para. 4.09). Financial results of subprojects have
been adequate and the portfolio has remained relatively trouble-free. A
component included under each project to reach smaller enterprises and labor-
intensive projects elicited a greater response than expected( para. 4.07), and
total lending for the purpose under each loan surpassed the targeted amounts.
7.02 Since SMIS was already a well-managed organization at the time of
the first Bank loan, its involvement with the Bank resulted in some modest
further institution building. As under the first project, SMIB continued to
follow satisfactory operational procedures. These procedures have been
strengthened by a systematic training system under the two projects under
review. SMIB's branch network expansion has been carefully planned and it has
maintained the quality of its management and staff despite its considerable
growth over the past several years. SMIB has generally maintained satis-
factcry financial performance and position (paras. 6.07 and 6.08). SMIB's
portfolio is in a satisfactory condition; adequate provisions for possible bad
debts have been maintained. It has been in compliance with the long term
debt/equity ratio of 10:1, covenanted under the Loan Agreement, having
received additional contributions from the Government as needed.
7.03 The major governmental priority outlined in SMIB's Development
Strategy was to disperse industries from the Seoul and Busan areas
(para. 4.06). Toward this objective, project subloans to Seoul and Busan were
limited to 50% under Ln. 1507-KO and 45% under Ln. 1749-KO. Actual figures
were 48% and 33X, respectively, and well within the target.
7.04 From the review of Lns 1507-KO and 1749-KO following lessons
emerged:
(a) although the objectives of the two loans were fully achieved, with
hindsight the Bank could have been more active in supporting the
institution building of SMIB. For example, the study on the future
of SMIS, which is to be implemented under the SMI loan (Ln. 2515-K0)
could have been incorporated under the two earlier loans, In
addition, some measures to reduce SMIBs substantial reliance on the
Government for term resources, could have encouraged SMIB to move
towards self reliance for cerm resources (for example, commercial
borrowing and other longer term financial instruments);
(b) despite the fact that the overall performance of the subprojects
were satisfactory, the ex-post ERRS of a number of subprojects fell
below SMIB's estimates (para. 4.09). It is an indication of SKIB's
economic appraisal, generally, being optimistic. The Sank could
have focussed its attention on making suggestions for improving this
aspect. Furtunately, however, this optimism in economic evaluation
has not resulted in the financing of any unviable projects;
(c) sixty-nine subborrowers (out of 550) opted to prepay the entire Bank
subloans (para. 4.08). This was prompted by subborrowers' percep-
tion of continued decline in the value of the Won vis-a-vis the US
dollar and their reluctance to carry the exchange risk on their
subloans. In other words, the effective carrying cost of Sank funds
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to the end users far exceeded the cost of domestic currency funds
used to repay the Bank subloans; invariably the tomestic funds
carried interest rates lower than the free market rates. In recent
years this issue has become quite serious and has adversely affected
the rate of utilization of Bank loans for SMI enterprises.
Considering that there is a role for the Bank to play, both in the
SMI subsector and institution building of SMIB and CNB, a workable
mechanism should be developed so as to eliminate the bias against
foreign exchange loans; and
(d) besides its sound appraisal quality, the success of SMIB in
developing and financing SMI enterprises is, to a large extent, a
function of (a) its large branch network (173 branches in 1984), and
(b) its commercial banking activities including deposit taking and
working capital loans which enable SMIB to maintain a constant close
contact with its borrowers. This provides in most cases an early
warning of potential operational and debc service problems. This
institutional model could be reflected by the Sank in its SMI
operations in other countries.
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THE SMALL AND MEDIU?4 INDUSTRY RANK (LOANS 1507 ANI 1749-K0)
PROJECT CAWPLUTTOM REPORT
Schedule of Esttmated and Actual nisbur.ements
under Loans 1501 and 1749-K(0
(Us$ million)
Loan 1507-10 Loan 1749-K0
Projected Actual Projected Actual
disbursements dishursements disbursements disbursements
Amount 2 a Amount 2 /a Amount 2 /a Amount X /a
1978
=0d quarter - - - -
3rd quarter 3.2 5.8 19.9 36.2
4th quarter 5.2 15.3 13.6 60.9
ind-1978 R.4 31.5
1979
Ist quarter 7.4 28.7 q.9 7R.9
2nd quarter R.9 44.9 5.4 PR.7
3rd quarter 7.6 58.7 2.6 93.5 - - - -
4th quarter 6.3 70.2 1.4 9s.0 _ _ O.8 1.3
P.nd-l179 30.2 19.3 - 0.s
lot quarter 4.2 77.R 0.2 96.4 3.5 5.8 6.8 12.7
2nd quarter 3.3 83.8 nj. 96.5 5.7 15.3 12.9 34.2
lrd ouarter 2.6 88.5 0.1 97.1 R.1 28.8 7.1 46.3
4th quarter 2.0 92.2 0.9 9R.7 9.6 44.8 6.9 57.R
End-1980 12.1 1.5 26.9 33.9
1981
1st quarter 1.6 95.1 n.4 99.5 8.4 5R.8 8.1 71.7
2nd quarter 1.2 97.3 0.2 9q.R 6.9 70.3 5.5 8s.8
3rd quarter 0.8 98.7 n.1 1n0.o 4.2 77.1 3.7 87.0
4th quarter n.5 99.6 - - 3.6 R3.1 1.9 9A.2
End-1981 4.1 0.7 23.1 19.4
19R2
1st quarter n.2 100.0 - - 3.0 P8.3 2.n 91.5
2nd quarter - - - - 2.7 42.8 1.7 96.3
3rd quarter - - - - 1.R 95.R 1.5 98.8
4th quarter - - - - 1.5 qR.3 n.1 94.0
Rnd-1982 0.2 - 9.0 5.1
1983
lt quarter 0.7 99.5 0.5 99.8
2nd quarter 0.3 1n0.0 n.1 10.n
?nd-1983 1.0 n.6
Total 55.0 55.0 66.0 66.0
/a Cumulative.
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THE SMALL AND MEDIUM INDUSTRY BANK
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
Summarised Data on Subproiects /a
Loan 1507-KO Loan 1749-KO
Projected Actual Projected Actual
Number of subprojects - 231 - 319
Of which: A subprojects - 12 - 9
Average subloan alse (US$) - 238,000 - 188,000
Total project cost (US$ M) 103.4 101.2 /b 109.2 99.9 /d
Total SMIB financing (US$ H) - 61.7 69.3
Sank financing as Z of total cost - 54 - 60
SMIB financing as Z of total cost - 61 - 69
Total increment employment 5,891 5,175 /c 6,459 5,138 /c
(954) (844) (540) (420)
Investment cost per job (US$) 17,545 19,624 /c 16,908 119,443 /c
(25,262) (27t,383)- (29,817) (33,877)
Total sales (W billion) 209.6 265.5 /c 303.2 294.4 /c
(42.7) (54.1) (27.7) (26.9)
Total profits (i billion) 9.7 8.8 /c 13.6 8.2 /c
(2.1) (1.9) (1.5) (0.9)
Total exports (W billion) 32.2 31.9 /c 76.1 68.2 /c
(1('.5) (10.4) (5.8) (5.2)
/a Since 110 subprojects out of 231 for Loan 1507-K0 and 102 subprojects out
of 319 for Loan 1749-KO were already repaid as of end-1984, it became
difficult to trace all the subproject data. As an alternative, a Bank
mission in 1984 agreed that SMIB choose about 30 samptl subvroiects for
each loan, representing various industries and locations. The figures
quoted in the parentheses are based on these sample projects. Average
foreign exchange rate applied is W 489.2 per U8$1 for Loan 1507-K0 and
W 700 per US$1 for Loan 1749-KO.
/b For 11 subprojects, of wiich actual cost data were not available,
estimated cost of US$7.9 million was used.
/c Estimates based on the relationship between projected and actual figures
of a sample of subprojects.
/d For 8 subprojects, of which actual cost data were not available,
estimated cost of US$1.4 million was used.
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KOREA
TUE SMALL AID nt3th)l IlDUSTRY SNK (LOANS ISt7 AND 1749-KGO)
PROJECT tO)SPLXlOI REPORT
Status of SuboroI ectr Financed under LoOn K507-KO
(Aui of Usce.ber 1,3i 986)
Sub- s8 ftntascte u LIfs outstan,t Arrears
project 0Re3ehdul t t to 6 tlvir 6
Subborrowr no. Local t8RD foreign Local t8RD Worein prepa,yeat months months months
---------------- (won it itton) ----------------- (refpro) --- (Won million)
Chuon Kong Sa Ca., Ltd. A-l - 39O - - - - Foreiini pie
Kong Ibo Ixcevature Co. A-2 A1t SIS 224 - -
NM Nse Erpreos Corp. A-I - U54 - 344
Man took Chtnavare Co. Lt4. A- 392 35S4 71 t47 224 178Acj1 S re - - -
Daseung Textile Co. A-6 44) 174 IIS - 124 36 Local: I re
Doe He Trading Co., Ltd. A-? 7S 291 - - 200 -
Hankooak ttallIc 1bould Co.. Ltd. A-S 661 2$4 866 643 211 127 LUesIut '1 re-
Sa Young Ca., td. A-9 1,401 412 - 1,213 407 - Locd: 6 re
Km Sung Can Making Go. A-'1 1,82Q 294 - ItUtS 2St -
Ptng Young Ind. Co. Ltd. 4-11 1,20) 262 97 1.167 2h6 22 LAcls: 42 re
Kyong KP Publishing Co. 4-12 - 4*1 - - 422
)ong-A, Publishing Co., Ud. A-13 S10S 272 8,004 - 302 1,004
ode man Construction Co.. Ltd. 8-2 -_ h - - -
Us Jit Constructton Co. Ltd. 8-t - 86 - -
Kumi KanS Ihavy Machinery Co., Ld. 8-S - 9t
Punbo industrial Co., Ltd. B-S - 190 - - -
Sung ti Ctl n anufatcturtng Co. I-6 2,1Ut 1804 93? 2,209 41 739 Local: S re
Pyvong One Cletch tnd. Co. Ltd. 8-7 204) 1S9 IOl) 888 78 52
Jilnyan Industrial Co., Ltd. B8- 378 in - 173 19 - LocaI: 4S re
lrsun Om. COnstructton Co., Ltd. 8-9 - 87 - -
Kukl It t Ohaag o. Ltd. S-10 10 182 $6 s0 74 14 Locals 4 re
eo shn Heavy Machtnety Co. S-11 - 252
4tn Sung Industrial Co. B-12 - 6 - - - -
Ilo Sung CAnstruction C., Ltd. 8-13 - 16 - - -tb
Sa NeunS Constructton Co.. Ltd. 8-14 - S8 - - - - foreign: pio
lambo Prtnttng h Package 111g. CA., Ltd. B-lS 522 84 137 ? 436 97 -L aregnl: 2 ir
Central Construction Machinery Co.. Ltd. 1-16 6n 1:6 2 -
One Pung Indutrital Co. 3-17 31' S3 i - -
S Yan8 Dyeing Co. 8-13 "Its 121 - ar Ail - Losl: 4 re
$o-A Havting Texttle Co. S-20 200 139 - I79 73 - Loeal: 1 re - _ -
Korea Medical Supply Co.. Ltd. 8-2 k30 21 - - Foroivni pre
Kten Sul Eott Co. S-22 148 1S - 1337 76 -
Young Jtn P*le Texttle Co., Ltd. 8-23 3,000 148 638 2,792 U 284 Local: I'T re
henil Cotructton Ltd. Partnerehp S-24 s1 62
sa Kwsng Construction Co., Ltd. -21 - 157
Sam 8tup Coantructiton Co., Utd. 8-27 - a - -
Soe Ryun Chemical Iad. Co., Ltd. S-28 - 3 -soreign: Pio
Shin Sunsg Cheical Ind. Co. 8-29 SI6 48 - _ - p
Jae Sung Ind. Co., Ltd. t-30 - 40 - _ _ - Foretgn: pre
Slang Ma Textitt S&mn S4eisoeut Co. 8-31 3SO 91 147 343 71
su Shin oolen taxttile Co. 8-31 - 167 - - - - Foretisn pre - -
Yun Psp Ampoule Co., Ltd. 8-34 'o,00 22 810 - -
Ise Shin levy Maehinary Co. 8-15 - 28 - - -
Sell heavy Machinery Co., Ltd. 8S36 - 289 - _ - _ Pren pie - -
4se Deng Conetruction Co.. Ltd. 1-3t - o2
San tIl ontruettin Machietry Co., Ltd. 8I3S - 5so - -
It MIm Construction Co., Ltd. 8-19 10 85
Vae Young Cotruction Maehinery Co. 8-40 272 - ; -
Shinil Precision Machinery Ind. Co. -41 h66 14 - 66 2S
Young Shtn Dyetng 4 Fintshtng Co., U4. 5-42 - 12 - - - Foreign) pre
lu 18. Contruttton Co., Ltd. 8-43 - 94 - -
Sob Nouns Costruction Co. S-44 -
Pun Sul Constructton Mechinery Co. 8-45 - 143
Yu Shin H"vy Machinery Co. 8-46 - 162 - - - -
Sin Woo Construction Co., Ltd. 8-47 - 'I 
Omg I1 Industrial Co. 8-4S - SO
0h Sung Woolen Textile Co. S-49 40 1t)7 - 14 60 - Lcalc t 3 re - -
Jun 11 loduatital Co. Ltd. B-SO - 3s - - - Foreign: pro - -
ttuk tnun tnd. Co., Ltd. I-S1 700 Sq 31S 597 43 116 Localt 16 re - -
Soo Hbn Havy Mehtnery Unliitted Partnership 8-52 - 114 - -
txo Rio Faterprise Co., ttd. 8-53 - 241 - - - Foretign pre - - -
Yu Jtn Constructton Co. 1-14 - 57 - - -
Tee Yang S 811-55 - 230 - - - Foreign: pre - - -
Het Tee Oping Co., Ltd. S-S6 1,20 3n - - - -
Dat You Animat Fhed Co., Ltd. B-57 1,213 17 - 1,1S2 14 - Local: 9 re - -
tatmag Con hxktag Co., Ltd. S-1S 1,290 31 48 1,816) 12 26 Local: a re - -
Jung Canfg Ind. Co., 4td. 8-59 a S
Kum" tl Heavy Itchinery Co., Ltd. 8-60 S8 21S
on8 Sungs teOk CO. 8-61 8 91 - -
eong Pan Freitsion held Co., Ltd. 8-62 1,1)32 154 144 994 88 814 Local: 4 re - - -
Weongaun Prtinting CO. 8-63 I3* 126 247 10o 46 149 Local: 8 ne - - -
Sunwn tndustrial Co. 8-64 31 1 S
los_ns 8-65 1748 213 - 166 21? ict I- 16 16 73
AIMIUX 8
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Subbrrtuver nu. Local 183R foreign Lncal 18R) foretin prepayent months wnthe months
_______.____-- -- (Wtn stilon) ----------------- (re/pro) --- (Wan million)
UnIon luilding-liatertale Industrial Co., tt4. 8-66 20)3 72 - - -
Dstl Won Co., Ltd. 8-67 2.82t 241 - :,706 I5?
"an lin Steel Fence Ind. CO., Ltd. S-68 SIS 31 - 226 12
Sam Young lung Pan Printtng Co. 8-70 1'4 45 - 124 22
gDi lAndscaping Co. B-71 - 61 - -
fitk Wang S. R-72 2101 162 - 211 97
Ch,s;ng 11 tintng Co. B73 if) 1 - - - -
Young JIn Hleavy Kaehinery Co. 8-74 - 275
Soo Buk Textile Co., Ltd. B-76 780 48
flubtn Offset Pritinttg Co. 8-77 - 38 - - 6
Jun iun Cundonser Ind. Co.. Ltd. B-78 350 61 28 289 55 S Local: I re - _ In
.Lia-A Forwarling Cu., Ltd. 8-79 82h 117 19h Jl' 12 1i0 L"ocl I reto
Wang 11 F.nterprlse Co. Ltd. B-8tl 283 'N3
Hyup Dong Construetton Co. 8-81 SS 88N
rt,,k Wha Construction Co., Ltd. 8-82 - 95
aung Ying Asbeston Ind. to., Ltd. 8-81 - 42 _ - Foreign: pre
inton Magnettc CA., Ltd. B-84 _ 2'8 _ - Foreign: pre
it.ong 11 (unst ru,-tl f.n Co., L.td. B-8S - 32
Oetil Arts Co.. Ltd. 8-86 714t 57 - 141) 22 -
aMe Jung Construction Co., Ltd. 8-87 - tU - - - -
lyup Sun Textile Co. t-88 16 90 - - - Foreign: pro
Uae S tngtugun Co., Ltd. 8-89 30 141 - -
helil Printing Co. 8-90 h 17? -
Dal Han Industrial Co., L:d. 8-91 495 1 _ 40s 64 - Localt 5 re - - -
Dong tbo Construction Co., Ltd. 8-92 - 140 - - - -
Jung 11 Industrial Co., Ltd. 8-93 1,765 250 667 1.558 95 667 Local: 25 re - - -
No Sung Plastic Ind. Co. 8-94 781 91 31 252 55 -
Yu Kyeng Constructton Co., Ltd. 8-95 140 It) 120 -
shin 11 Prtnttng Co. 8-96 756 195 137 S64 29 154 Localt 2 ro - - -
11 Shin Heavy Maschtnery Co., Ltd. 8-97 - 273 - - - - Foreign: pro
0 Kwang Printing Co.. Ltd. 8-99 - 79 - - 46 - Localt I re
Sliaslk Trading Co., Ltd. -100 - 69 - - - -
Man Wm Contstrtcetion Co., Ltd. 8-101 - 25 201
11 Shtn (Chemical Co. 8-102 Sit 59 - 16 IS - Local: 2 re -
Korea Ftne Precision Co., Ltd. 8-103 - 286 - - 20 -
Woulim Textfle Co. 8-104 - 27 - - - - Foretint pro
Dong fUc Dyeing 6 Finishing Co. 8-lOS 750 211 - S72 130 - Local: IS re
Yu Y.bung Ind. Co. 8-106 30 g7 - - - - Foreisn: pro
Woo Yang Kong So Co., Ltd. a-108 - 47 - - - - Foreign: Pro
Uona hwa Plastic Co. 8-109 - 77 - - - - FPresgn: pro
flak leun quarry 8-110 8i 1oo - - - -
.lea I Industrial Co. 8-Ill - 28 -
Dong no CArpet Co., Ltd. 1-112 519 99 129 412 57 - Locol: 12 re
feung Jin Industrial Ca. 8-113 2 7 - - -17
Sung Shin lleavy Machinery Co. 8-114 - 267 - - -
8la toanlsatn Co., Ltd. 8-115 56 S 6 - 41 14
.4ijin ()esical Ind. Co., Ltd. 8-116 341 212 34 lltl 66 - LOCal: * r
Y,,ul Mhon Printtnt Co., Ltd. 8-117 1,604 1S8 II? I,30m 7? 79
Han fin C;n Making Co., Ltd. 8-118 $10 65 - 37n 36 - Loal: 10 re
Uatg Chun (hinaware Co. 8-119 20 17
Yoang fin Color Prtnting Co. 1-120 225 11 - 199 34 - Locals I re
Han 11 Mulsan Co., Ltd. B-121 74 20?
Mae WOag Industrial Co. B-122 34) 113 745 211 61 85
flDe A & Co., Ltd. B-121 - 44 - - - - Foreign: pro - - -
S5fn 31 Industrial Co. S-124 1,089 99 35 1,017 48 15 Local: 9rt - - -
Korea Cruvn Co., Ltd. 8-125 262 17 28 111 2tS - Local: Ito - - -
ISol Sutg Pri,titng Co. 8-126 340 74 - 246 1t - LacIls 9 re - -
Yeong tfa Woulfd Textile Co. 8-127 275 S6 '19 178 29 98 Local: 5 re - -
Nfinun Hairng Industrial Co. S-1?8 75 22 -
Sung 11 Transportatton Co., Ltd. 8-129 2t 61 l
Ytn Hfp Aqpotule CA., Ltd. 8-130 - 23 -
Yang Ji 4etal Ind,utrtil Co., Ltd. 8-112 1.068 34 124 856 13 290 Localt 2 re - - 13
11 Yang Electronic Co., Ltd. B-133 832 136 - 794 71 - Local: I re - -
Asia rolden Chinavore Co., Ltd. 8-134 - 14 - - -
cAfnggun Fuel Industrial Co. B-135 - 5 - - - - Foreign: pro - -
Han 11 Briquette Co., Ltd. 8-136 It? 26 - - -
Yujfn Engineering 6 Mfg. Cn.. Ud. t 8-13t 6$S 125 - 614 72 - Local: I rt - -
Saoan Briquette Faetory 8-138 I5S 8 - -
ShIn Ill (detical Cn. 8-119 ?47 151 - 179 93 - Local: 8 t - - -
Union Transport Co., Ltd. 8-140 ion 219 - - -
Shin Jin Plastic Ind. Co. 8-141 11$ 116 - 118 54
tonghae Socks Co. 8-142 - 17 - - - - Forstgn: pro -
Woo Sung Printtng Co.. Ltd. 8-143 341 73 88 311 28 70 Local: 2 ro -
Central Construction 4achinery Co., Ltd. 8-144 60 115 401 8 16 25t
Jeong Naon Ba M3onhwa Co.. Ltd. 8-145 280 77 192 244 42 125 Local: 8 re - -
Vong Yang Xozzle Co. 8-146 2,501 256 1,002 2,221 192 728
MIe 11 Industry Co., Ltd. 8-147 - 272 - - - foreignt: pro - -
Nam Nu Nylon Co., Ltd. 8-148 - 227 - - 124 -
KoreA Industry Company 8-149 173 251 - - - -
Hyup Dung Construction Co. 8-10 75 59 - - - -
Dae Ewang Heavy Equitpwnt Co., Ltd. 8-152 - 219 - - - -
filn 11 Ceraaic Co. 8-153 788 77 - 730 61 - 1oeal: 9 to - -
Natdo Metal Co., Ltd. 8-154 - 28 - - - -
Oat Dong Plastic Co., Ltd. 8-155 1.321 121 - 952 66 82 Local: 16 re - -
Sutv S'i11 firnancin Loans utstandin Arrears
project Other Othe IR.,0edulv., 3 I iu te over 6
Subborrweer no. Local 18R0 foreign LocAl 1logo foreign prepaymepnt quotlo ha .llth,e no,,12,,
----------- -(woni million) ------- (re/pre) --- (36.: *i333,,l) --
Kvang San Silk Indusitry C4.. Ltd. 8-156- 160 - - - Foreign- pre 
Sam Sung Rubber 4 Plastics Cn., Ltd. 3-157 Ii)- 
-
Korea glectronic QsMicgl Industrial Cn., Ltd. 8-358 1,866 217 1.833 137 -
Jeil metal Co., LU4. 1-154 - 24. - -
Gutl Chemical Industrial Co.. Ltd. 8-360 - 35 - -- Foreign: pre- -
Kum Eying Saterprise Co., Ltd. 5-362 1 31 - forelign: pr. 
Usa Ewang Induatry Co.. Ltd. 8-1b3 40 22 - Foreign: pr-e - -
Korea Natural Stone Development Co..* Ltd. B.3164 67 107 - -Foreign: pre. 
Maen Kook Mlning Industry Co. 8-36S 3,3')? 36 - 31)089 31 
Chon Woo Wool Textile Co. 1-166 %-* 364 41 141 123 2? Local: Ire - -
Chiang Shin C2hemicat Co. B-167 8043 68 - - -
Eun Rua Inkdustrial Co. B-U.S 31.22 97 113 12h 47 91 Lovai: I r -
Tta t1 Woolen TesLtiLe Co., Ltd. B-169 5016 16 219 460 56 93 Lo,cal: 4 re 
Shin Jin Dlyeing Industry C4. 8-172) ins 136 - 241. 713
Shin Woa Oeaical Machinery CA., Ltd. 8-171 - Jill - 48 -
Sameuntg Industrial Oa. 8-172 1522 96 - 282 57 -
Hien KnIt liegnoto On., Ltd. 8-373 3.033 231 376 984 54 63 Local I . re - -
lien Sung WunIlen Tetitle CAI. 8-174 gill 84 - 843 44 - Loral I 9 qre 
A Jo Paper )9anufacturlng Ca., Ltd. 3-115 2,604 177 - 2,431 134) - 3,wai: 1.cre 
Shin lion Enterpriase Co., Ltd. 8-176 ISO 359 - -- -
Sae Lim ladustrtal Co., Ltd. B-31? - 46 1ll8 - 3 i08
Korea Kett Ltd. 8-378 - II$ - - Foreign: pre - -
One Kwang Mie Ceat lad. Con., Ut4. B-179 3,56i) 191 t00 3,554 332 9 Loca I: 8 re -
Die Sub Textile Co. 8-18(3 - 93 146 - 68 146
.langja Limestone Con. 3-381 - 188 - - -
St Sin Cotemial Industrial Co., Ltd. 8-182 - 98 - - 82 
Don$ Kvng Synthettc Texttile Co.. Ltd. 8-163 75 214 is931
&ae J31n Textile Co., Ltd. 8-384 255 212 - 140 116 - l.ocal:I 4 re -
Woo 3mn Textil Con. 11-165 607 209 - 550 116 -
Uam Yang Textile Co. 8-388 505 2019 60s 1.86 It? 488 Local: I re - - -
Kyun# Ding Textile Co. 8-387 350 212) 499 398 330 1.99 Loal: I re -
lWe Shin feod M4IIi Co.,. Ltd. 8-188 - lf - - - 3'nreign: piro - -
12am Po Ch,omtcal Ind. Cu. 3-390 - AS - - It 
bee Lts Klectrouica Industry Co., Ltd. 8-393 27 /e - - -
San Uwas Owaicat lad. On. 3-192 16 it 
Pum Chang Chemical Iad. Co. 8-193 2102 62 - 3-0 30 I - Local:t 1. re -
Kum Kwang Heavy vachinery Con., Ltd. 8-194 - 95 - - -
Busan Industrtal Nsct3nery Co. 8-195 - 19 - - -Foreign: pre 
lien Young Textile Printing Co. 3-196 245 24 - --
Woo Yang Kong Sa Co.. Ltd. 3-197 - 26 - - -
Ileung Kuk Trading Co. 8-198 - 18) - - -
Choong-Ang 4achinery Ind. Co., Ltd. 8-399 - 124 - - Foreign: pro - - -
Kum Kong Pliarue.utical Co. B-200 - 31. - - Fnreign: pre - -Ihwa 011-Fat lad. Co.,* Ltd. 8-2111 912 39 26 --
Sam Ibee Synthetic Wood Mfg. Co.. Ltd. 8-202 - 102 - - 812 
Samleuk Electric Mfg. Co.. Ltd. B-20) - 21. - - S 
Ding Yana glectric Mftg. lad. Co. 3-204 670 40) 370 669 19 
Kun Sul Steel Corp. 8-205 - 175 - - - - foreign: pre 
Onme Sin Textile, Co. B-206 554 94 122 490 98 305 tocal: 30 re 
Universe Ceramics Co., Lt4. B-207 2.) 214 - - - -
Sang Rim Plastic Co. 3-206 64' 2) - - -
12am twing Shipbuilding Co., Ltd. 3-22)9 585 96 - - -
Mien Suing Printing Co.. Ltd. B-210 750) 155 215 555 149 235 tLocal: 17 re -
lii Kwang letal Tube Co. S-211 - 'A - - 21 -
Sang Won Se 8-212 1.3 81 - - 45 - Local: re - -
lioi Sang Sa Co. 8-211 - 48 26 - 30 1')
Ku Mi lietertel Co. 8-214 - 102 - - - -
.Sm Chung Printing Co. 8-215 14R 1019 - 130 91 -
Sam-A Forwarding Co.. Ltd. 8-216 850 56i 207 412 It 302 Local: I re - -
Slum Ilung Precision Co.. Ltd. 8-217 273 44 - 271 10 -
Sam Sung Rtubber 1. Plastics On., Ltd. 3-218 1i'4 65 27 I7) 31 27
Sae Roni Sul Co. , Ltd. 8-219 1.641 26 - 3.62? 17 - Local: 36 rce 
Shin-A lhchinery Mf1g. Con. B-220 - 41 - - - Foreign: pre 
Mm Seoul Gas Co. 8-221 270 is 21.9 14 - Local: 9cre 
bnertm Wboowua Co. 3-222 340 28 88a 21) 20 - Local: 31 re 
Sam No Chinawere Co., Ltd. 8-221 855 326 173 769 RI - Local: 32 re -
Korea llevelopmmnt Co., Ltd. 8-224. 1041 30 4 19 5 - Local: 2rec - - -
School Corporation Ki Ilynag Education
Foundation gyung P0ok Printing 8-225 20 104 44. - 77 -
Kuk Sac Dyeing 6 Finishing Con. 3-226 3. 240) 293 - 1,085 304 - Loal: 13 re - - -
Usme Yang Industrial Co., Ltd. 8-2127 1,150 29 314 - - -
Sin Young Electronices Co., Ltd. 8-228 800 164 - 7n4 131 - Local: 6rce - - -
Jell Printing Co. 8&-229 171 77 130) 171 65 310 Locail: 22 re. - -
Smokes Textile 8-230 1,4.41 40 - 1.447 28 - Local: Ice - - -
Seoul Engine 3earLng 21g. Ctu. 8-233 84.2 39 - 819 26 - Local: 33 re. - - -
Total 78.b09 26.899 32.689 58.719 9.359 8.90 36 16 96
- 40 -
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Ctd7F*,rtfvsrno. tneaa TAP I fort-tia IeuA o0n" foreign prepa"tent wutbs monthit qootl.g
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'nr-% RefraocVortIea '., ltA. A... I t n ' 414 -? Q1 5.*" 14-
"Ireop ttne Ca., 1t4. 4-1 im? tt? nS1 it% .oai T re - _ _
V.nrenA aravior 4% 772 4v9 * _
qal I Pnintg 6 VtntaihInr en. A-A 1,504 iii _ 1,5 1; -n lAfIlt " re
)a,hbpinin (Anpanv A-? ?5i 7<f _ I -in .n Inalt ? . - - -
yonInthn ChopqIrsti Ca., tt. A-A 1,os 40n1 -. ,ln1i %?
arn 'fana textile CeofpAnv A-0 %II Sli 1t4 A*A 4'A 6A? Ine.11 1 re
etvole tht rexttlo Copanyv A-n 14 4RAI itI Igo 4S4 - Inealt S re
Ithop youne g e:t in InId. ca., IU.td A-1t LA? 744 - - iii - - _ 1S4
c,a qtng ennoeete Ca.. It.t. A- 1,09* ?11 _ ,.ni. A tl - ¢. - -r
Xorvo Matih. Patier oCo. -? In La - 4n -
tunwil ivnthotfe Ftter Co. '4-1 I U -1111 .
(t Snn, *n-1. Co. t-4 - 71 - - litl I I reo
mlt mnnt Mhm-teal Ca. -% :ttf 146 2?,)1 1?4 - t4alt I re
thin Poonp Pharareputleal Ca. -A 1.100 NA -
TYng Sung rhe-leal Poetneoring r hd, Ca., .t t. r-7 - 104 - - 2i, - - - 10%
'lonp Yang rEport Ind. ea. R-A 40 72 - 4Ll '0 - talt I? re
It Ohmn Phtn Ind4totrial C. %-q0 so ii I in 14 L oalt Are-
Kwanp lleanp eotton 'artarv VO. R-In 76 ?I R4 a - Local 1t re
Snn tontiP Pnlttprt.e CA. t-It $%? 7q _ 0% 77 - noalt 4 It r-
'4vog tin Prinlt4ng Co.. ttd. t-12 16% - lsn I s 1 - IAWal1 I Vr e -
Sunp Sa4n Fodder Co., I.t. R-1i 'I I A _ Potgns pero
thin tn Auto Ind. CO. -Il4 % *it - - - - Local: In To
1t Yanp TrVaoa,rtatlon ro.. I.t t. R-IS -I*
Ytu Pnonp Printint Ct.4, .td. A-tt? %It 1 -17 4* Ion
ovup hang Cotrituctiaon tC. R,-14 - 14 ii - _ - tnealt I re -
floe y.unA Industrial Co. R-?n _ lS
n.e Fu 0e,ondttlontin C. R-l . i-
ntt va I4 tndutiAlal CO. t-12 116t IA ?51 4 117 141 14eaIt t t r
thanAt ChA* Indt4tl.lt ea. r-2i 47 1 - 4I7 I? - Ioealt I te
Hnnknk Fire Appiancae 'vfg. works 4-?4 - t - - 11
4ro tnon aifntenance an. I.tOt. A-2i . 1-
No %on Pang vriating -o. t, 4 it Sft - 9R t4
Rtv%n Noa Id. Cn. R-27 IA 4S _ . _ _
Itap t-np tnd. Co. R-?R ill U-
holn Jln *.)to Intd. Ce. P-24 4n t5 
.tpon -ang Indtuatrial en I.t. . t_-in - Ai 4R
San Kuwang Printing Ca. -t1 $I 146 - I 111it - 10ealt 6 te
.ting ISwa Printtnp eO. A-12 ?S 144 an "nO In? t
Relk tang OtAinleomt Ind. Ca., It. Ft.-I -- 72
Kvanv Van Ant,. Ind. Co. i.l4 Ii 15
%.ng 'vunp Ind. Co. A-li - 16
man rSt 'leotfic ittre Ca. It-lt snn i7 - 4LJ 72 - Local: ?7 re
Ah RA Induaatrtal Ce., Ltd. R-17 lt it 1 7 0 ? 11 *R Local: 77 T -e
Fa "wvi Plvuood fo. 0-q_l *9 Ii 49 S'A le4 1i 11
tvyumg In Nathn#erv Co. -41 - 14 - - 7 S i5
San teamp orinttntn C. 9'4 in t A? - _ AO - LOCatt fi rp -
Puy RktitStn3 Bo A-4L - 1i - - - -
KYvunt Rut Carre.) '.an. Rveniditlnnintg Ca., Ltd. A-44 - t -
'Ain boatsan Co., l.td. At4SL Wil 4 - 41 'A - lAcal: I e -
*Itn Young ".t,l InJoatrVial #a., ttd. RA4- - 14 _ _ _ - earepian: fte - _ -
I(vang NounR uPtatl Co. AI MS% IR - 25J 12 - tAoal: I re -
vf Seonp Anmalt Ft-tP. sn. 0A inn 17 - 'm 14 -_ prfAn: Pr* -
Loc al: * rel
Tiong Jln Chemtial Industrtal Co. R-4L ii' 29 , 211 IS - L7oal, 1 r -
SSan Tin tschinerv tlortea Ca. r "it tR7 1R - 174 21 -
Kwtng tyaniu Toppan %inore Ce.. Itd. Ait-I "1 In7 as '12 7? - Local: 2 re
Sanah1n Iran Intuatrial Co., ltd. A-it 1,7SI 0? 1t I 7I i0 - Local T 12 
Sam Wioo Chain tnd. Ca.,, I.tl, A-" It? 11 0. '4 - tLcolt iS re -
San Atta otnnutaution oninnelnt "O.. .td. -i- 7_ 25
Spoul Vethicle tId. Co., LIt. t-SS-
Kttuog ong Itnd. Co., Lt. At-6 - 17 - - - - Foreign: n- -
.Iin Rap Precilon A Ind. Cao., Ltd. AS7 I,RVt 1? - 1,767 11 - Local: Si re-
ntik rtonp Paper Mfg. Co. ii7 It - - - - Lal: 1% rp
WeltS Pakcago, Tnc. t_i4 - 4t - - - PFretRn: p-o
Chun *1 tnd. r0 . R-n 115 ItA LocAlt _ re
Deunt 'olt indoutrita Co., LtW. A-61 - 14
Young lamt heavy eachinerv Co., Ltd. t-62 ' 6 A . _ - Foreign: pre
rong Yang Towel tInd. n. A-Al 401 In') -LA; Inn t- Lal: f nre
Pvup Shin pool textile CA, Ltd. A-A4 - I1R - - 1"n 04
TII WIha Construction Co., Ltd. tt-6S I's 1
Ran %inp To ttle Co. 0-64 4i1 i1? - _ - - tAcal: It T.
Sung Jfn Packing Co., I.tt. "6A 1.01 121 - L A6n - recah r 
Y.' oung Printing Co. R- - In - . 17
tVooRoek Mndine Co. s4 L4n % - i *t - L,.al: .12 re
Sam Ilong Industrial Co. PW-t It 2Si iL Si 14 Local:t a r -
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Sub- V'tShed,1. 'nt Arrrstrt
nroatr Ot4 WM -.,r 24tbdu¢t ' n -
Sultborrwor no. 1A041 MD3 fortsirn twtal tolo" fororlon prewvint monthn vantitb *totr%
. .ft illion … --------------- (rToprot - (Von niltinn)-
Too,l Ilnp Is ant.nanee Co. 3-1t - 1 - - - -
Y7tmt Ohin IftnuntrtAl r4. 4-7? a 16
Vnn* isn ?roo (astlnp. oA*. Co. 0-i 1,n44i Z 1, 43 to 0eats 11 r*
Unt iso Ga Co. 0-74 . 4? in VW
Ran Shin Tduittrial fnterpr.si rn. .7. Us0 7t6 - 302 47 - foal: r tr
lA, 4ti,n* Industrial CG. r11-76 440 ?1 - *
mono 'Us ?trh.r tnt. C.. .4. 17 Ion t?3 - _ _ - Poroloot rrr
Uvup unrt 'Paw Int'. Go. t. d. t-70 74? 40 _ 2 *4 - tntr1t A rr
Vote first Canso, 0td. 11-70# 404 201 _ 100 17 _ total: 6 t
Rhin It3ufn Prrotalon o., t.4. *-0n 1t,'1 142 4!? 0*" A1 0 Lwrarl I re -
tadittitni tod"utrial C"., .td. 3I-l )11 1' - 0 29 - ItnAlt I' -r
use lon Artitste PritittnR A-8 t.2 40 I9a 440 I" I II* tLtoal t * t
qate Ilan Copal CA., Ltd. 0-011 ,4 hq 44 - I40? 4
Vton 'tap Aspoulo Co., t.d. '-4' in
Shin eang F.ohtitcs C., .ItA. &-ft *4i 1? 24 - - - rt4t ? t-
Jnndo tl Indsntril to., ( td. 3-F0 3,AA 1 114 40 S. 0,AI7 tq to -
Mmtn oo 4slotonftance Co., .4. -0 1' 
up ta, 1o4 triol Co.. Utd. 3-*M OrA I10 - *In 1 4 1 * Lftai e . ..r
13 Ron 1twng Batk n. 3-03 1*?7 it 37n 1¶4 A? n 1 
boutl .ronrlinp Itlodlo nC., Mtd. 4-0' 71 19 14 4 44 A 140 IA : II .t -
Fovrea hi.pplot .aatt, Co.. LtA. R-04 341 143 4 40 
.11.1 *rcerfson 1.'. i*., Ltd. 1-04 *? to 110 - - - lAntas I t r
M6t Tafti Wn. CA. 3-A 147 OS 3 tII t 4*
Sun 1I Plnrtronfrn Ta-4. An., .tt. 11-97 100 7t - '40 4 oall 4 rt -
leont-Mang patorprine Co.. U ft. A-01 a20 71 A _ _ - taIt It* - _
11 Yang 2nd. ro. _0 44 " - - oenl.nt Dr -
It Naan 'Pools (o.. Ltd. 3-In I ii lit - . lt
'tea YV ol aroaeeustfral Wnd. eo..td.. I r- 10 - to - I d
J.n aonn faiduatrial Co. 3-3012 *o 31 - - - - local: * t
lO1og ft llevelopmnt Gn.. .4. 3-3 * 7* - - - 'orfi*f IO 
`tne 0O7R AUto R"6fl%tr4tCttotnt C., ItA. 3-%O4 04 4 . . _ - 'otalt * re
Yu lVong Construttln Co.. 1.4 1. 310 40 7t 4 - - - t~*l: ? r
lairYuk tachinery 70 , Co. 3-3IM 44" 27 _ 44 71 - I4* 1 17 re
nVe Ran Irnn Induttrv CA. 0-137 I3*0 *1 1,1 r loal o -
Tat Nv* Prfnttni Ce. 3-3* - 21 _ -
neovelI ftenIatl Corp. 1130 40 447 - 4
.3un1i tAdustiol Co. 1tin I01 3I _ 207 141
Tta Yane Faterpri*v Co. '-112 4 *1 . - lral, t7 re _ * _
floog Sb. Toutttlo Co. 11 11U - O1 4 - tolt I re
Vunhin pletronntea Co.. Mt4. -114 A" 1 . - (prolt Po p n
hInal I 1t o)
lleo 1.1 a teleal Cu. -11' PA 47 - 42 71 I*esl: 1 r
3ba Mvun* Ia 0-114 373 120 343 OA
'Us OUt o., I.tA. fiIs3 1,11? 04 - 0O _ 
Asia Motor' Co. 3-30_ - I s _
floedonn lextile Pabrite Ind. Co. 0-12 4 1 - OA 10 - It * 
tie. eung PrInttnt eA. 3-t1t 10 47 - 0 41 - loc: 1 t -
Ketb tlong Cooker Into. Co., lt. -1-21 - 14
Done Yaut Ind,,Strial f4. 3-124 Inn 47
Houm.a Uestone IM. Co. 3-124 - 20 c -
Maiong AnR Antinal Zti.aso 6 lahornetorv 0-124 740 47 U 743 2S 13 l 1 t i ton
Hunkoolk Vehitele Tnuatrfal Cto., td4. 3-127 - 1 -t
*hu Electrtc ltIp. Aa. 3-12* -I -- Foreignt nr# -
tyunggt Tnd,n.trial en., t. . -.01 1,44* 40 1,410 ?n - local, * re
Crown Food Ituffs lndtustrtal Co., .1t. o-Ill - I11 -_ _orelan: pre
Noxran Pnsineers Co., Ltd. 3-112 1,4 3ll - _ . - (forolnt Pof
ocalt t to 1`
Itang Shin Wad. Co. 3-111 10 A - Local: I to _
Saa ChMool '4nehfft Induetrfal Co. ftd. 3-114 lii' 7? . _ _ - 'Foreltial, PO
ocal t ) rel
note %Ao IndutrIl r.Co.. U.4. 3-,14 - 2' - _ _ - Ponton pro
Tunap WhIo Chenil.Al CO. 3-31 *S IS - 11 * - Locall ' re
fte LtIle tile Ca., l.t4. 314 1 son 1' O
Raltk Iang iS PrintinP tCo. 3-310 %'4 R7 37 - 04 - Localt It o 
San i"va Food Co., t1.4. -3140 - I On _ - Vorl as:t pM - - -
aZO Jtn 2nd. CA. 3-343 iron U1 Io R '3 300 l.oealt 74 rto 
Usa woo tWd. Co. 3-341 *7t itt 24_ ? n e
lonaU Mae Jt.l on qa Co. t-l44 - 41 1S - 1
Io .Junit tuIduttrZt Ceo., Lt4. 3-34 210 41 - la; 1
lunftg Ulva Printing Co., 3UA. 3-344 4A1 210 - 474 244 ?AIZ 34 to *
tbant MoA etal. eno. 0-%47 to - - - prraognt P
olng Sun Reavy Naechnorv Cn. 3tl-34* 24 _- I _ _ 
RsslRJtoaR ye roC o. 3-3_40ll - ll 4 - 3* _ 
Tasis Jifitg Ct.. tt4. 3-n 44 30 -. - -toeegln: tro -
local: 7 fo)
Chump Abut o4tor. Co. 5-3ti 34 44 ' ' ' - Iocal: 2 t
tun 'fun (Offset PrrtnttnR C. 1-1IU * 303 .
S1Z TI Co., Ltd. 3t-4l 30 41 _ _lal: 7o T re
Usa June Celass IndustrIall Co6. 3-IA I03 n _ , - 14*47 I r -
tong Shi Zn Salt Industrial Cn.. 1.1t. 3-4 17 - partkn _O" - - -
fta On 'isclttury Co., Ltd. S-157 4i 334 . . _ - oarelgnrt o Pr
Stan yPang httinoasre "fc. Co. P-lin I3An 12 23 _ _ - tntalt A rr - -
tora Flefttrie Pachnorri tadustrlol (A. 3-3SO0 0 t 0 - 40 4
wo MoUk CO. 1-3 I*0 3 I0n 0 .10 70 _ tloalt 2 tZ.'Z
Mo. Sung Printing Co. 3-363 l43 4A
f3mn Utt 'lettric Works Ca., Wt. 0-342 1,133 41 1,062 *
ANNEX 9
Page. rot 4
Sub- fL~inanflLr.1n WLans outstandin rer
project torother Radchedule/ 3 3to 6 OV.t 6
Subburrower no, Loale 3833 foreign Local 18UD foreign pr*paytwat aonths months monthsi
------------ (won million) … ……-------- (re/pr.) --- (lVan million) --
Shin Kii %a Co., Ltd. 8-361 - 44 - - Foreign: pro - -
Dae Yn Construction Con. 8-144 - 3(02 - - -
Gaya Limited 8-165 1,878 Al 273 *462 24 205 Local: 37 re -
Sam (34aag Kong Young Co., Ltd. 8-3*66 97 - - -
Dung Yang Electric Witg. (A. 8-167 719 172 - 669 337
'inh Hleung Cono;troc t in Co. * Ltd. 8-li,* 73 13 - --
h Shin Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd. 8-170 1.721 Ž52 - 7*14 83; Local I 331 re - - -
Dung Kii Ind. Co. B-373 81 AS5 83 37
Shtim Hinung Printing C,,.. Ltd. 8-172 III 253 - 30 198 140 LAoal: I re - - -
Sum Sung Enterprige 8-174 691 19 - ii 34 - Local: If to - -
Uea Suoig Wso Jo Ind. Co. , Ltd. 8-176 it)3 49 - 27n 33 - LoCal: 14 to - -
Eastern Mt*dtcal Herbs Co., Ltd. 8i-377 5*14 314 578 is - 131 
Oung it.wa CAunstruction Co.. Ltd. 5-17% - 3 - - 12 - 12 -
Kytynog Douig Ind. Co., * d.t 8-379 28;) 367 - 280 Isi -
ian 33 (Ite.ical C). 6-180 140) 72 - 2*1 39 -
Se-Kl Co., Ltd. 8-181 96 47 - - LocAl: I re --
Sdm lung Ind. CA. 8-382 8o 45 - - -- Local: 2rto - - -
Sae Chang Industry Con. %-393 376 48 L -3ocals Ito - - -
'(0005 Shin tron Works Co.. Lt.d. 8-184 645 72 S 54 28 WeLoca; 2rte - -
Shin 11 Offset Printing Co. 8-3*15 564 *19 - 64 29 354
Trs.'nn Kurea Corporation 8-186 594 403 276 509 13 -local: 4 to - -
Doun$ Yang Geology Ind. Co.. Ltd. 8-3187 46 42 - - --
Pyung Ahn Concrete Congi Ub Sa 8-1318 3,36% 2S0 - 804) 207 -LAol: 12 to - -
Duna L.1m Sa Co., Ltd. 8-3319 304 90 - 259 fis -local: 12 ro - -
Man tl Hena-sung Co., Ltd. 8-190 - 264 - - - - Voteifn: pro - -
ChooOng Nan Chtinaware Mfg. Co. 8-193 268 43 - 90 i1 t LA Il: S re - -
Mao It Chun Chang led. Co., Ltd. 8-194 Sol 26 - 579 it - ocl 6 re - -
Ohung's Clinic 8-396 - 233 - - 308 
Doe Yoe .tiining 8-397 - 103 - - -
nSa Lip Ind. Co. 8-39* Ss 47 - - - - Lcal: 6 to - - -
Dne-A Cosrporatton 8-199 250 30 - --
Do Kwsug Co., Ltd. 8-204) 3,183 3*5 3183; 14-2 -
Korea Cottrell led. Co., Ltd. 8-203 439 42 - 332 7 -Local: 2 to --
lKuk Dung Automobile Sorvico Co. 8-202 - 49 - - --
Crown Pharmaceutical Co. 8-203 430 74 42 410 24 23local: 8 to - - -
Kwang fin Steel tad. Co. 8-204 - 95 - - 63 
Chang %ung Je 'tyun Factory 8-205 184 49 - 76 21 -Lcolt a1 re - -
Chuuwo, Transportation Co. 8-206 - 3433 - --
S-lining Electric Industry Co., Ltd. 8-207 220 65 - 143 2*1 Localt 6 to - -
sami Chung (lang Co., Lta 8-209 3,000 86 - 910 50 -locals I to - -
Os.' Wei Co., Ltd. 8-210 20 76 - - - -
Po Hang Car tndustry Co. 8-211 - 68 - - -
Hlyop Shin Textile Co. 8-212 135 279 - 330 232-
Jell Texttie Co. 8-211 I10 278 - 100 210 
Sang Hyun Printing Con. 8-214 29 145 - - 93-
liwang 'lyung Electric M4achinery MiXt. Co. B-215 31% 130I - I04 *12
Hleung Kink Heavy Equi pment Co. * Ltd. 5-237 105 41 - - - -
Puns -fun Textile Co., Ltd. B-21*1 357 295 - 306 246 - Locals S to - -
D,;ck Sung Textile Co., Ltd. 8-239 I21 300 - 94 247 365 Loc-al: I to - -
Dae Lie Textile Co., Ltd. 5-224) 135 29*1 %44 73 245 3*12 (Forefign: pro - - -
Kyong Slo Class Industrial Co., Ltd. 8.221 485 32 -- -
Nan Xook Plugs lad. Co., Ltd. 11-223 935 145 - 824i 32 -
Kume Kengf nies Ind. Co. 8-225 324 34 is 323 21 -
Jell Enterprise Cu., Ltd. 8-226 1,50;) 69 18t13,401 52 117 Local: 14 to - - -
Sam Young Trextile C.,., 8-227 484 300 * 465 337 - locals It to - -
Sun lwang Woolen Ind. Con. 8-228 746 278 - 746 226 227
lianil Precision Co. 8-229 165 64 62 328 43 31
Choin Me Textile lad. Co.. Ltd. 8-231 549 182 330 534 1140 96
Snail Siaing Co., Ltd. 8-232 246 177 - 200 148 - Local: I to - - -
Until Corporation 8-233 292 109 410 274 42 - Local:t I ro - - -
K.eua Saung Indtistry Co., Ltd. R-234 587 247 - 540 93 386
Ah to Ind. ('o., Ltd. 8-235 407 67 - 407 40 35
Ilan itwo Ilnitting Co., Ltd. 8-236 3,10 123 - 1,09*1 89 -
Vho Chang F.nterprise Co., Ltd. 8-237 927 359 - 897 328 - ocal:s 19 to - - -
Tr4cou Korea Corporation 6-23* 594 8so 224 509 27 Local: 4 ro - - -
Dong-Do Carpet Co., Ltd. 8-239 429 59 329 432 57 Local: 32 to - -
Shin 14a Cieramice Industry Co., Ltd. 8-240 - 149 - - - -Foreign: proe 
Yung livang Textile Co. 8-241 1,184 54 343 928 9 232 Local: 4 to - - -
lieung Ill Cheaieal led. Co. 8-242 200) 1 - - - - LCoca: S o- -re-
Dae Shin Constructton Co., Ltd B-243 - 112 - - - -
bDng Sub Engineering Co., Ltd. 8-244 300 243 - - - - Foreign: pro - -
Hun lien Glass Co., Ltd. 8-245 392 67l - 345 54 - Local: 4rto - -
See-Vuin lInd. Co., Ltd. 61-246 284 72 - 141 49 -
Hakn Ilok Alps Optical Company 51-241 466 61 - 365 43 31Local: It to - - -
Dung-A Special Printing Co. 81-248 10 24 - - 4 -Local: Irto - - -
Dour is Who Cemical Ind. Co. 11-2149 642 42 17 592 25 Loi.cals 36 re - -
Korea Electric Co., Ltd. 8-250 429 274. 309 485 239 84
Korea Stone Industrial Co. 8-251 30 66 - It 23 - Local: 2rto It -
ltpup Sun End. Co., Ltd. 8-252 554 46 - 378 34 - Local: 2 to - -
lion Yangt Metal Co., Lid. 8t-254 200 249 - 125 246 - Foreign: pro - - 266
Seokt Jhon Industrial Cases, Ltd. 8-255 s0 263 -; - 157 - Local: I ro - - -
Asia Texttle Co. 8-25S6 490 lO 5 490 80 323 Local: 30 to - - -
lock Wang Sn Printing Co. BMW5 526 329 - 230 103 97 Local: 12 roe 
Seong An Dyeing 4 Finishing 8-258 1,905 323 - 1,726 306 36 Local: 9 to - -




Sub- ..J~~~i!fiflnci~t%her. Loan* otstendi3t.. Ishdl/Arr.'are
project Itr Rahoue to f6 Over f
Subborraovr no. Local 1330 foreign Local 1830 faoreig prepayment muntho months months
(Won million) ……--------- (re/pro) -(Wion million) --
DonS-A Teaching Mauterials Co., LUd. S.201 100 27 - 14 20 Lacal: 7reo -
Ifyup Chanig mvd. Co. 8-261 100 53 1 - -
Ortent Wstch Parts Co. 0-262 - 2S 27 a 
Sam Ytung IVA. Cwopay 8-6 -0 6 - 42 I 7r. -
boe Ah tnd. Ca. 0-264 307 32 - 07 £3 
Cfig tndustries Co., Ltd. 8-263 426 49 177 41$ 33 12 LocalI 20 re - -
lIyup Sung Ceramic Co. 8-26b 600 131 - -Imea: I 7 r: 
JtnN Mtfood Co., Lt4. 8-267 20 to - - Local: Ire 
Seoul Industry Co. 0-268 479 39 - - Foreign: pro - -
Sung Won Chemical, Co., Ltd. 8-269 - 213 - - -
mec11 Enterprise Co. 8-270 31 23 
Von go Constrwttion Co., Ltd. 8-271 - 124. - - $ 
Sun Yang Electronics Co., Ltd. 8-2?) 198 11)6 - - (VureIg4: pro -
Local: re)
12,ang Type Compny 8-274. in 2) in 3
Kukman Engineering Co.. Ltd. 8-273 - 233 - 6 
Soo 11 Inustrial Co.. Ltd. 8-276 1,212 122 as;8 99 t oAl: S IreT - - -
bong Jao Electronkics Co., Ltd. 8-278 - ilts - - - f oreign. pro - -
Sun Yung P1lattic Co.. lAd. 8-279 %1o at, 103 4219 Al1 82 local: a re - -
Too Rt. Fur Co., U4t. 8-281) lOt:( 1$ - 2 it -
time 18. Dyaing & Fttinihing Co., Ltd. 8-281 1 50) 206 208 976 206 1) Local: 2 ro 19 -
bae Cu Dyeing 4 Finiiahing Co., Ltd. 8-282 7l8 106 - 64$ 290 - Locals: 16 re - -
lao Chuck fiah (Al14 had Inif. 1-283s 648 31 - 648 24 -
Woo Sung Printing Co., Ltd. 81-2814 343 91 91 3II 67 - LoAl&: I re - -
Seang Young lischinte l d. Co., Ltd. 8-285 816 71 73 i63 62 - Loocal: 3 2 re - - -
Soong Ia. Tastila Co. 8-246 - 206 - - 198 -
Chosun Tire Industry Coqmany 8-288 - 3£ - Foreign: pre - - -
Mu-e0an PoCs= Co. 81-289 263 10 - 267 20 - Loctal: I 7 re - - -
Whas 1t1 Mnufacture Co.. Ltd. 8-290 1,56 Ito - 1,470 82 - Local: 18 re - -
Han Jin Machf wry Co. 8-291 672 79 19o - - (Porulgn: pro - - -
Lncal: 3re)
Chang Young Co., LUd. 8-293 1,423 164 - 1,217 134 *Local: 9 re - - -
Nan Yangt (tina,mro WSg. Co. 8-294 21)0 Is 3$ - - (Fordiftn: pro --
Loca I 6 re)
Woo Sin M:acormeutical Co., td. B'.29$ 157 24 - 121 Is 
Wee Way latd. Co., Ltd. 9-296 131 R3 - 13 7 - Local : 7to - -
Young Shin Precision Ind. CA. 8-297 41) 52 - - 54 - Local: $ ro - - -
Han Sung Electric Industry Coo., Lt. 8-298 564 26 21 535s 20 - Loall 9 rue 
Sue Wmn Dyeing Co., Ltd. 8-299 1,600 156 - 1,166 140 - Local: 4reo - - -
Cs. Won Dyeing 6 finishinkg Co., Ltd. 8-300 1.000 218 - 85$ 397 - Locals 31 re - - -
Shin-U Printing Co. 8-301 20 99 - 20 84, -
Choonoang Pleatie Ind. Co., Ltd. 8-302 141) 193 - - 162 -
Seoot One Printing Co. 8-303 IS 42 - - 16 - Locel: Ire - - -
Jell Chemicals Co., Ltd. 8-104 5"6 90 - 38 64 - Local:% Ireo - - -
Chunlosa Co.. Utd. 8-305 730 108 - 668 129 - Loals I re - 24
Shin Juns Shipping Co., Ltd. 8-307 - 69 - - - - Foreign: pre - - -
Yu Kytong Comstruct4 on Co., Lt4. 8-309 140 114 61l 40) 38 - Local: 2 re - - -
'laudo Enterprise Co. 8-110 s0 271 - - 173 - local: 2 re - - -
Shin Youn Embroidery Co. 8-111 142 96 - £00 39 - Local: 2 re - - -
Poong Kook Enterprise, Co. 8-312 380 163 211) 371 332 438
lun" one Electronics Ind. 8-333 278 s0o 260 20 - Local: I re - - -
Ci Duk Industrial Company 8-314. 409 242 - - - - (Foretign: pro - - -
Local: 4 re)
Song Wons Dyeing 4 finishing Co.. Ltd. 8-333 1,931 336 463 1,746 334 - tLocal: 6 re - - -
Dee ASu laud-ini WIr. Wig. Co. 8-316 1456 $2 - 274 43 - Local: 2 re - - -
Sukatng Wasolsn Co., Ltd. 8-317 3,099 28 - 981 a -
Dons Itwngt Dyeing Co. 81-314 1,250) 16 - 951 14 - Local: I re - - -
Yoa ti Printing Co. 8-119 - 23 - - 32 - Local: S re - - -
Dae Lie Textile Co. Ltd. 8-32t) 11$ 134 527 73 105 182
0uk Shin Co.. Ltd. 84-31Z 1.000 164 - - - - (Foreign: pro - -
Loacal: I re)
Sung So Textile Company 8-322 500 164 214 191 167 -Local: 6 re - - -
Yu ")in Seaa,y Machinery Co. 81-323 - 261 269 - 189 -23 - -
Suagho heavy Machinery Co.. Ltd. 8a-324 2 97 - 60 
l)ong-A Textile Company 8-325 792 219 21 703 207 7 .al 6re - - -
Shin WMh Knit Co., Ltd. 8-326 925 22 - 63$ 17 W oal: I re - -
Central Construction Machinery Co., Ltd. 8-327 60 136 261 8 38 209
IDoggesang Constructionf Co., Ltd. 3m-3281 - 155 - s8 -
Kyang In Machinery Works 3-329 11 70 I14 - 70 it
man so mital Co. 8-330 496 43 - 416 38 SS Local: 7 re - - -
Sam A Label Co., Ltd. 81-331 1.0163 235 - 1,063 2$6 - - 36 1'.
Do Jin Enterprise Co., Ltd. 8-332 - 481 - - is -
bOok Woo Cioneral Trading Co., Ltd. 5-333 803 $1 - 776 so) - Loarnl 8 ro s - -
De. uin Ind. Co., Ltd. 8-334 12$ £37 - 241 14$ 194
Yang Jin Fsnterprise Co., Ltd. 8P-333 530 234 - - - - Poaroien: pre - - -
Chunlee Dswlopmnt Co., Ltd. 8-336 186 79 - 63 43 -
Chun Woo IsogS So Co. 3-337 259 200 32J 239 157 241 Local: I re - - -
MAambo, Color taboratory 8-338 - 31 - - 12 -
Sam so Mioard vig. Co., Ltd. 8-339 292 187 - - 171 - Local: 2 to - - -
An Dong Texile 1Printing Co. B-341 262 289 - 160 239 - Local: 12 re I., -
Woo-Suntg Non-ferrous 'fetal. MIEg. Co., Ltd. 3-342 964 49 - 676 38 - Local: I r's - - -
Emmsogyong Toppan Moore Co., Ltd. 5-343 234 85 136 232 72 -
To-tal 114.912 35.567 9.913 32.429 22.,014 5.884 119 24 772
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Pt.l* tCB uttO8CU
1911 2,1V 955 *2,196 14,897 44,Sll 14,851 R? 44*4 4h?277 14,w 7 6U1414 44.4 97,S 45.7
1982 2,276 495 41 916 17 o8n 44,2 19, tR,6 4R,487 lq4,88 17,132 5*tnn 40.i5 44.4 4R .7
1981 4,204 9"1 15,250 15,447 14,4u 16,4*n $S,91U 17,920 36,31t 54,0ns5 46. 97.4 44;,
19d4 1,53S l45 16,447 I6,210 17,481 16,S75 54,1. l6141,41 F#,QA1 fo,1142 qs.2 95.4 45.4
flomitt IcCrre ncy
n*twtutsFtt 
1981 4,140 1,040 "f,7?sn 29,669 42,8 141,704 71,5s4 R,522 ?9,8n2 6h,?24 A*9, q7.n 4 .R
1982 4,368 907 SO,J4 131,719 ii,122 34,626 89,748 46,16R 12,2q4 7R,4h7 R1.8 41.: 87.4
1I9 8,954 2,127 Sl,732 15,791 680686 18R118 9M,844 47,%94 14,144 R4.11 t8R4 %.9q PS.?
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1981 IS,468 1,934 6,285,R05 165,5U 6,101,271 17,468 6,464,741 6,271,472 1I1,214 b,416,641 4q46 47.5 9e.5
1982 27,801 4,249 9,952,519 151,327 49480,12n 157,576 10,117,896 e9,47,8640 15,402 10,101,262 94.7 97'4 99.6
3983 32,460 4,17A 12,083,0SO 148,625 12,11S.S0 152,744 12,248,V19 12,071,055 144,407 12,215,462 9.6 9 4,5 99*4
3484 44,455 8,19 11,880,74 16%,911 11,92S,189 174,125 14,09,S4 11,877,252 164,751 14,047,nns 94.7 97.' 49.6
Total 1f
'981 21,96S 1,929 6,364,751 214,100 4,l18,714 218,0?4 6,406,745 h,l6S,271 21?217R 4,566,644 99.5 * 7,4 q9,4
£982 34,445 5,651 10,045,189 204,844 10,079,634 21n,497 10,20,111 10,014,016 201,011 14n237,029 9.5 96.4 W j
1481 45,618 7,464 12,17n,032 194,q1 12,215,650 207,147 12,421,04? 12.156,54q I47 ,06 12,151,655 e9.5 45S.A 4.4








1980 1081 1982 1983 1984
1. Dotettc Currency
A. Leap-Term
Equtty: Paid-in capital 57,06U 107,060 137.060 147,060 357,060
Reserves and retained earnings 19,325 34,596 3,25 3,541 66,S14
Total Equtty 76,385 141,656 140.310 150,601 223,S74
SN? debentures - - 2,474 56,844 15,472
borrowtags from Government 10,858 16,154 19,664 19,767 22,397
Borrowings from NIP and IRW, ERF, KFTIF, SIAKF, KDPCF and
SNIIPF 73,055 77,384 127,099 222,831 303,912
Savings deposit (over one year) 163,763 209,374 195,968 245,967 342,590
Total Long-Term Domestic Currency Resources 324,061 444,567 485,51S 696. 010 977,945
Lesst Domettic currency outstanding term loans 301,608 513,103 497,093 626,888 911,292
tnvestment tn fixed assets (net) 13,200 22,085 37,318 48,001 111,982
Other long-term assets /a 31,064 58,411 123,368 148,855 182,698
80K's reserve requiremtent against term deposits 15,795 7,150 9,260 8,790 14,421
Investment tn securtties (National Investment bonds) 74,179 - - - -
Subtotal 435,846 600.749 666.939 832.S34 1,220.393
Resources available for further disbursement (111,785) (156,182) (181,424) (136,524) (242,448)
Lesss Undisbursed commitments
Resources avatlable for further comtmtment (111,785) (156,182) (181,424) (136,524) (242,448)
B. Short-Term
Demand deposits 189,210 244,460 417,384 584,277 583,633
Savings deposits (less than one year) 470,430 634,097 728.872 791,170 895,316
Short-term borrowings from BOK 84,901 269,794 411,323 45S,650 464,786
SRI debentures - - 15,620 51,771 71,485
Olter .resources 33,584 34,472 38,814 33,934 34,923
Total Short-Term Domestic Currency Resources 778,125 1,182,823 t.612,03 1916.802 2.050.141
Less: Short-term loans outstanding 543,607 803,322 1,141,860 1,395,165 1,488,343
5OK's reserve requirement against depostts 68,536 166,616 140,545 160,825 136,671
Investment in securtties (Natonal tnvestment Honds) *,876 28,984 63,044 72,279 56,103
Subtotal 618.019 998,922 1,345,449 1.628.269 1,681.117
Resources available for further commitment 160,106 183,901 266, 4 288,S33 369,026
C. Total Domesttc Currency Resources
Total long-term resources 324,061 444,567 485,515 696,010 977,945
Total short-term resources 178,125 1,182,823 1,612,013 1,916,802 2,050,143
Total Resources 1.102,186 1,627,390 2,097,528 2,612,812 3.028.088
Less: Outstanding loans 845,215 1,316,425 1,638,953 2,022,053 2,399,635
Investment tn ftied assets (net) 13,2N0 22,085 37.218 48,003 111,982
BOK's reserve requirement 84,331 36,134 72,304 81,069 70,524
Investment tn securities 80.055 166,616 140,545 160,825 136,671
Other long-term assets /a 31,064 58,411 123,368 148,85S 182,698
Subtotal 1,053,865 1,599.671 2,012,388 2,460.803 2,9013510
Resources available for further disbursement 48,321 27,719 85,140 152,009 126,578
Less Undisbursed loan commitments - - - - -
Resources available for further commitment 48,321 27,719 85,140 152,009 126,578
2. Foreign 9,rrency
Total foreign currency resources 292,048 352,377 383,195 425,938 441,613
leess: Foreign currency loans disbursed 237,606 279,880 280,499 318,748 370,093
Resources available for further disbursement 54 442 72 497 102 696 107 190 71 520
Less: Undisbursed loan commttments 142871 216,S96
Net resources available for further commitment 37.645 57 626 94,318 84.470 54 924
Less: Unommitted approvals 1,409 6 MN 1,150 8,243
Nat resources available for approvals 36.236 50,787 93.168 76.227 51.416
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